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Group postpones hostage 'execution'
BEIRUT, uebanon (UPI) The captors of American
hostage Joseph Cicippio said
late Tuesday they had postponee. the "execution" of t~eir
captive for 48 hours. parUy
because of an appeal for
mercy by the hostage's wife.
There was no word on the
fat~ of British hostage Terry
Waite, whose life had also been
threatened by Lebanese extremists who demanded that
Israel releasf! a Hezbollah
religiOUS leader and two of his
relatives.

The Revolutionary Justice
Organization, a faction of the
pro-Iranian Hezbollah or
Party of God, had threatened
to km Cicippio ii Israel did not
release Hezbollab leader
Sheikh Abdul Karim Obeid by
6 p.m. (11 a.m. EDT).
But the group said in a
statement delivered to the
independent An-Nabar
newspaper at 8:15 p.m. (1:15
p.m. EDT): "Because of
friendly and honest calls, some
personal reasons and the
touching appeal by CicippiO'S

See related stories
-Page 8
wife, the organhation announces that it postponed the
execution for 48 hours, whicb

~~:J:.':=:t~~) will not be
As a proof of authenticity,
tbe statement was accompanied by a color close-up
photograph sbowing Edward
Tracy, another U.S. bostage
the group h?lt:!s, w~o appeared

white-beardeG and ~'earing a several hours after another
offshoot of Hezbollah, the
dark blue sweater.
"Let tbe responsible Organization of the Oppressed
authorities note that any other on Earth, said it killed Marine
attempts to gain a new delay Lt. Col. William Higgins and
will be fruitless," the group released a videotape showing a
man wbo appeared to be
saiu.
"Tbis last opportunity Higgins banging from a
sbouid be seized and the other .gallows.
party should act," 'the
statement said., indicating that
In Washington, 'President
Cicippio's life would be spared Bl'sh met with his top military
if Israel frees Obeid in the next and national security advisors
48bours.
at the White House Tuesday to_
The original threat against discuss possible responses to
Cicippio was issued Monday . the bostage crisis.

Legislation 'will not solve'
Chinese students' problem
By Tim Crosby
Staff Writer

Two SIU-C students who
recently attended the first
Congress of Chinese Students
in the United States. said
proposed legislatiOI', which
passed the U.S. House of
Representatives Monday, will
not solve the problem faced by
most Chinese students in the
United States.
Tbe two students attended
the meeting held last week at
the . Univ.ersity of Illinois
Chicago umpus:' Th~rput'pO!!e'
of the meeting was to establish
a democracy-based fetl""l'ation
of Chinese students in the
United States, that will push
for democratic reforms .in
mainland China.
"It meant different things to
different peop.le," Weixiong

Ho, a doctoral candidate in
elp.ctrical engineering, said. "I
understood that promoting
democratic reforms is only a
short-term goal of tbe
federation."
Qin Wang, a graduate
student in political science,
dsagreed with ber· fellow
representitive saying that
concern for the current strife
over democratic reforms was
the main reason for organizing
the federation.
Over . SOD . students
represeeting-- -about- 150
uruversities across ~ nation
attended the meeting. Though
there are aboo.t 40,000 C~e
students in the United States,
Ho pointed out that only about
25,000 students
were
represented at the meeting.
"Not every school sent

delegates," he said.
Ro, wbo is from

Shanghai,~

See CHINESE, Page 7

~}
Gus says. he wcntiers If the
U.S. would be better off If
they produced more 1·20s
Instead of 8·52s.

Handyman

Wood gets 8 years for Physics
program
sexual
assault,
abuse'
t.r.co
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faces cut
Bob Taylor, of carbondale, mends a porch tor his fall tenants
on South W8Shington Street Tuesday aHemoon.
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U lliversity
employees
seeking treatment at the
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale and the Herrin
Hospital, neither of which are
preferred providers, will not
have to pay the total treatment
cost for hospital treatment.
Instead they may have to pay
10 percent of the cost !:lased :m
current rates of the hospitals.
The University did not drop
the health maintenance
program by CarleCare Health
Maintenance Organization,
rathE'" CarleCare discontinued
the prOl1"ram when agreements
for treatment could not be
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reached with area pbysicians.
Tbe basic state health care
insurance program, the
Quality Health Care Program,
has always been an insurance
option of the University.
Shirley Mills, an employee of
the state Department of
Cp-lltraj Managemert Services, was not reached for
comment, but the information
attributed to her was received
by a spokesperson from the
servi-:es public relations
depart-nent. This information
was incorrect in Friday's
paper. The Daily Egyptian
regrets the error.

By Lisa Miller

and Tim Crosby
Staff Writers

Dan D. Wood, University
art professor, has pleaded
guilty to two charges, one of
aggravated criminal sexual
assault and the other of
aggravated criminal sexual
abuse.
Wood was sentenced to
eight years in the Illlllois
Department of Corrections
on the sexual assault charge
and four years on the sexual
abuse charge. The two
sentences will run
Simultaneously.

Wood was originally
arrested July 1, 1988, and
charged with 12 counts of
aggravated criminal sexual
assault and. aggravated
criminal sexual abuse after
a 12-year-old boy made the
initial complaint.
Two weeks after his
arrest, other youths came
forward and claimed Wood
had sexually abused them.
On Nov. 28, 1988 eight of
the 12 counts were dropped
by Judge David Watt.
William Capie, executive
director of personnel ser-

By Lisa Miller
StatfWriter

If the SIU Board of Trustees
approves, the master of arts in
the University·s Department
of Pbysics could be abolished
in September, but the master
of $Cience degree program
would remain.
According to Frank: Sanders,
the acting chairman for the
physics department, there
have been no students in the
master of arts program in the
lastfew years.

See WOOD, Page 7
See PHYSIcs, Page 7

Taiwanese students arrive at SIU-C
By Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

The arrival of 11 international students :-.oday at
the Williamson County Airport
could be the beginning of a
population explosion of
Taiwanese at the University,
the president of the Chinese
Student Association said.
"This is the largest group of
Taiwanese litt'dents who have
come to the University at one
time," Chenfang Ramsey,

into the particular universitv.
About 745 1-20s were 5el • to
potential students from 100
nations, Jerry Pfaff, associate
director of admissions, said.
"We will send out a few more
eacb week, but not big numbers because we are close to
the l-eginning of orientation for
international students," Pfaff
The 1·205 are immigration said.
documents sent by universities
The number of documents
that inform the U.S. consulate sent changes each week, Carla
in a foreign country that the
student is going to be accepted See TAIWAN, Page 7
doctoral student in computer
based instruction, said. "Often
students come in one by one."
During the spring there was
an increase in the number of
visa documents, 1-205, sent to
Taiwanese students, Ramsey
said. The University sent 107 1205 to Taiwan citizens.

DE takes break
This is the last issue of
the Daily Egyptian for
the 1989 summer
.remester. The DE will
resume publication for
the fall semester on
Monday, Aug. 21. The DE
business office will be
open over break from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
.'
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Gorbachev praises West
for reducing world tension

Call 457-2123
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8-31-89
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MOSCOW (UPI) - Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev praised
Western countries Tuesday for "meeting us halfway" to reduce
world tension by reaching arms control agreements and holding
down military spending. Gorbachev, initiating a policy of
reporting w the revamped legislature on his foreign trips. hailed
rapid improvements in Moscow's relations with the West in an
upbeat speech to the Supreme Soviet on his recent visits to
Britain, West Germany and France.
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NOTICI5
I!MOVIE LIBRARY'
TO GRADUATING • VCR ~ 2 I Israel seeks U.S. support in hostage crisis
! MOVIES A
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Alcoholic beverages or
other distrcecting
obiects will not
be permiHed at the
August. 5 commencement
ceremony.
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JERUSALEM (UPI) - Isra~ Tuesday urged Washington not to
let the Lebanese hostage crisis drive a wedge between the two
allies but vowed to resist threats to force it to free a radical
Moslem clergyman. In the wake of growing criticism and fresh
death threats against foreign hostages in Lebanon, Israeli .xficials blamed Moslem extremists for the escalation in the affair
that began with Israel's abducaon Friday of Sheikh Abdel Karim
Obeid in southem Lebanor~
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PLO prepares for hardline-moderate battle
Tunisia (UPI) - PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat will face_
a difficult task reining in hard-line pressw:~ at a meeting of the
organization's mainstream Fatah group, an aide to the leader
said Tuesday. "These makontents say to us, 'You gave away
everything at Algiers then in Geneva and up to DOW yO\! I¥'-ve not
received anything in exchange,' " Arafat's aide Abu Iyad, whose
real name is Salah Khalef, said in an interview with United Press
International.
TUNIS,

Go against the grain.
Cui down on saiL
Adding salt to your food
could subtract years from
your life. Because in some
people salt contributes to
high blood pressure, a condition that increases your
risk of heart disease.

Conservatives move to restore North pension
WASHINGTON (UPI) Senate conservatives offered
legislation Tuesday to restore the military pension of Oliver
North, sa} ing be bad earned his retirement pay during 20 years
of active duty with the Marine Corps. But a vote was put off
temporarily as Senate :eaders scorned to determine the unpact
f)f providing North with his pension, denied him after was c0nvicted in the Iran-Contra scandaL The Navy accepted Monday a
final General Accounting Office ruling to strip North .of his
$23,~ military pension because of his convictions.
.

.Lefties appear a~cident prone, survey shows
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Lefthanded people appear to be more
accident prone than rtgbt-banders and are nearly twice as likely
to suffer accident-related injuries, a new study showed Tuesday.
A survey of 1,896 Canadian college students found that 52 percent
of "lefties" suffered at least one accidental injury requiring
medical attention during the past two years, compared with 36
perceL't of right-banders.
-
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Rather names drug abuse.'
worst problem in America
CHICAGO (UPl) - CBS News Anchor and Managing Editor Dan
Rather, echoing President Busb's warning that America's role
as world leader is at stake, Tuesday said drug abuse was the
most critical problem facing the country. Speaking to the closing
session of the National Governors' Association summer meeting,
Rather said faltering r-otce relations W3S a close second behind
drugs as ~ top problem facing Americans.

American Heart·
Association
WE'RE FlGHnNS Fa<
'rOJRUFE

PLAYWRIGHT' 5 ]
WORKSHOP
•

Board of Governors sGeks more repair funds
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (UPI) - The Board of Governors university
system will seek Build Illinois funds and additional program
money in next year's budget to repair decaying buil~ at its
five campuses, a board spokeswoman said Tuesday. A recent
Board of Governors report said structures and equipment at the
schools are crumbling because millions of dollars in maintenance bas been deferred over the years. The report said the
problem will continue because money from the new income tax
mcrease is no~ earma~ed for maintenance.

laboratory theater

mondays
JULY 24
JULY 31

shows begin at 8pm

tuesdays
JULY 25
AUGUST 1

~1m

~~~iQ5~l

BY PATRICIA SWEET

McLeod Theater
box office hou"s
10 am - 4:30 pm
453-3001
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JULY 26
AUGUST 2

- The Daily Egyptian has established 3D accuracy desk. If readers spot
an enor they can call 536-3311, ex\ellsioo 233. or 229.
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University gets largest share
of state coal research funding
5\ University News Service

sm-c's researchers will
receive $712,535 for eight coal
research projects, the largest
share of state money set aside
for coal research this year.
Officials from the state's
Center for Research on Sulfur
in Coal awarded SIU-C
scientists the money, or 26
percent of roughly $2.7 million
available for the 1989-90 funding year.
State agencies and other
colleges and universities
claimed the remainder in the
current grant go-around. The
state's Coal Development
Board announced the awards
Monday night at a meeting in
Champaign.
sm-c researchers rp.ceived
a $442,665 grant last year, 19
percent of the pie, John S.
Mead, director of 8m-C's Coal
Research Center.
'Strong opgoing research
here continues to be funded
and some exciting new concepts have attracted attention," Mead said, as he
looked at the figures.
"H's a tribute to tile faculty
- to their hard work and intelligence."
SIU-C has long been a leader
in searching (or technology
that would allow the state's
high-sulfur coal to be burned
cleanly.
The Center for Research i:1
Coal, based in Carterville,
receives the gran. money
through the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural
Resources, which is advised by
the Illinois Coal Development
Board.

."Lignin-Assisted Coal
Depolymerization," Shashi B.
Lalvani, associate professor,
and Charles B. Muchmore,
professor, both in mechanical
engineering and energy
processes; and John A.
Koropchak,
assistant
professor chemis~ry and
biochemistry: 495,910.
."Modification of Pyrite
Surfaces and Preparation of
Ultrafine Clean Coal," Vivak
Malhorta, assistant professor
of
physics;
Mykola
Saporoschenko, professor pf
physics; and Albert C. Kent,
professor and chairman of
$40,665.
mechanical engineering and
."Desulfurization of Coal energy processes: $58,328.
This group will study
by Genetically Modified
Bacteria," David P. Clark, methros for grinding coal and
associate professor of plant physically cleaning the
and soil science; Jack M. ultra fine coal to remove pyrite
Parker, professor and and ash. Then the coal will be
chairman of microbiology; rec('lnstructed into larger
Brian P. Klubek, associate pieces for actu .il use.
professor of plant and soil
."Chemicals from Coal and
science; and Jack M. Parker,
professor and chairman of Methane II." Gerard V. Smith,
professor,
and John B.
microbiology: $114,860.
Phillips. associate professor,
."Characterization of both in the chemistry and
Organic Sulfur Compounds in biochemistry department; and
Coals and Pure Macerals," Tomasz Wiltowski, associate
John C. Crelling, professor of scientist ill the molecular
mechanical eIlElineering and science program: $103,334.
energy processes;. and
."Enhanced Coal Cleaning
Michael A. Kruge, assIstant
Through Low Temperature
professor of geology: $149,925.
Treatmen~ of Coal," Edwin J.
."Coal Flotation by In- Hippo, associate professor,
trinsic Bubble Formation," and Albel t C. Kent, chairEdwin J. Hippo, associate person and professor, both in
professor of mechancial the department of mechanical
engineering and energy engineering and energy
processes; and Debra Price processes; and Shing Chung
Sarvela, assistant scientist at Yen, assistant professor civil
sm-C's Coal Techonlogy engineering and mechanics:
Laboratory: $67,095.
$82,418.
Although sm-c's Coal
Research Center doesn't
conduct research of its own,
the agency coordinates coal
research on campus and helps
the faculty with grant applications.
University research projects
funded for the 1989-90 year and
the amount of money they will
receive from the grant are as
follows:
."New Strategies for
Breaking Carbon-Sulfur Bonds
in Coals," Mark J. Bausch,
assistant professor in
chemistry and biochemistry:

Deal of the Week
e-2/8~8

KENWOOD
KX-W6010'
Only

$249

00

Dual Auto Reverse Cassette Deck
• music search
• full logic controls

Bobby Hawthorne, senior in art from Chicago. works with a
double mat for an award frame in the Student Center's Craft
Shop Tuesday.

~----------------------------~

Fall parking stickers on sale
The Parking Division is now
selling parking stickers for the
fall semester. If interested,
one must bring their driver's
license, proof of liability insurance, student or staff ID
card and vehicle registra:ion
to the Parking Division located
in Washington Square.
If those living on campus are
interested in a red overnight
sticker, they must also bring
their meal ticket or housing

3e
.

8 1/2x11 self service
Minimum 10 copies
Exp. Aug. 31, 1989

1-3 HR. FILM PROCESSING
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• Money Orders
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$212
$439

--$3 ..

12 pack "as

Plaza 5hoppinl Center 606 5. Illinois, Carbondale 549-3202

Millczr and
Millczr Light Hight
$1.75 Pitchers
$5.00 Cup Hight

fill you can drink

Molt·..
GoldCln

22

6 pack bottles
tt®mroIJu,
Brut

$7fJ!l

750ml
I),,:,.0":li,*,'

fisti

750ml

houscz drinks

PricQs Good Only fit

DANCE - DANCE - DANCE

109 N. Washington
Carbondale
457-Zn1

8pm to Close
Also IntrodUCing
Chicken Nuggets with
BBQ, Hot Mustard,
Sweet-N-Sour Sauces

~

Old Stlf'~

* Notary Public

457-0303
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\\\..~
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6 pack longnecks

* Travelers Checks

DUir Vegetarian Gyros
features: feta cheese,
lettuce, tomatoes, onions,
all wrapped in a warm pita

Blue stickers are only given to
fuil-time facuity and staff.
Also, starting Friday,
plirking lot 4 will be closed for
repairs and resurfacing. The
lot is lreated south of the
Communications Building,
west of the Agriculture
Building and north of Thompson Point.

~

WESTERN UNION

* 1990 Passenger car &. Truck
Renewal stickers

.. PrIvate MaIlboxes for rent
• TIde &. Registration
Service

contract.
The cost for a red sticker is
$10 and for a blue sticker is $30.

10,000
FREE COPIES \ ~'~ \ ))~ (~~ ~&_"
If your 'order includes milllon~h copy .

EGYPTIAN PHOTO & COPIES
717 S. ILLINOIS· CARBONDALE,IL 62901

Eastgate Shopping Center Carbondale

Staff Photo by Fernando Feliu--Moggi
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Daily Egyptian

Opinion & Commentary
Student Editor-In-Chief, Kimberly Clarke; Editorial Page Editor, Daniel
Wallenberg; Associate Editorial Page Editor, 41icia Hill; Acting Managing
Editor, Wanda HarriS.

'Summer Playhouse'
deserves applause
GIVEN THE humidity, the lazy, hazy days of summer
are sometimes a little too much to stand in Southern
Illinois. While dedicated summer spons fans and players
don't lack entertainment, those not cOfllpelled to sweat (or
walch others do so) might.
Luckily, me annual "Summer Playhouse," put on by the
Department of Theater and School of Music, provides an
alternative to the heat on the stage of McLeod Theater.
To recap this summer's schedul,;, the performances
included two musicals, Rogers and Hammerstein's "South
Pacific," and "Finian's Rainbow," and a double bill of shorr
comedies, "The Actor's Nightmare," and "The Real
Inspector Hound."
ACCORDING TO Christian H. Moe, co-executive
director of the tht!ater series, all of the summer's
productions were successful. Almost 7,000 tickets were
sold wim "Soum Pacific" leading the sales.
The meater and music departments united about 15 years
ago for the production of a summer theater series, and
through substantial budget cuts have maintained quality
productions.
Given royalty, scenery and performance costs, musicals
are quite expensive. The "South Pacific" production cost
about $12,000. The series operates on revenue from box
oftlce !ki'es and University funding, \vhich, iike funding for
most things on campus, is insufficient.

THE SERIES just "squeaked by" monetarily, according
to Moe. "A lot of people volunteered their service to make
it possible," he said.
To the performers, directors, members of the orchestra,
and all volunteers involved with the series, we offer our
gratitude and congratulations for another summer of
quality entenainme.nt - out of me heat.

.Quo~~bleQl:-!0tes
"I kd like I'm coming home. I played as a kid in New York. Now I
can play for a lealll I rooled for." - Frank Vioia after being traded
from the Twins to the Mets. Viola, a native of Hempstead, N.Y.
··It was a rodent that had been subject to high lemperatures.'· Robert Silkett, chairman of Comstock Michigan Foods Diyision of
Curtice-Burns inc., in reaction to Macomb, III. woman finding a
mouse ill a sealed can of cut green beans.

Poor quality' writing in Daily Egyptian
I have been reading the Di
almost every day this summer
and
have
been
utterly
disappointed by the qualit:' of
writing. Recen~ examples of poor
writing include the Focus essay
on the burning of Old Main. How
are we to understand the senLence
"Awaiting Carbondale in less
than a year was the Seven Days
in May, violent student riots
which ended with a crowd of
5,000 surrounding the president's
house on the night of May 13,
1970 .. :' I'll SLOp here; it is
obvious that the writer lost his
readers at the very beginning. As
a teaching assistant in English I

am well aware of the difflculties
involved in writing complex
sentences. My advice to the
writec Richard Nunez and others:
keep it simple and follow the
good old Subject-Verb-Object
structure.
The purpose of writing is
Jilimarily communication. This is
not only one of the principles of
teaching writing, but also the
opinion of my co-workers in an
office not concerned with
teaching. Your writers and
editorial Learn do not achieve the
goal of commlwication by
publishing garbled sentences,

Orchestras taken for granted in musical shows
I would like to comment on the
review of the summer musical,
"Fin ian's Rainbow." I can't
understand how an entire pit
orchestra can gu unnoticed by a
reviewer. The article consisted of
a synopsis, and various negative
and positive opinions about the
lead actors (or course), the
children involved, the chorus,
specific numbers, and other
incidental thing,- which occurro.!d
on the stal!C. iher,~ was n')! e ....en
a mentiun ~of the condudur, Mike

Doonesbury

Hanes, who has worked very
hl:rd to coordinate the singers and
orchestra, which also did not
receive the slighLest mention.
The point is that I'm tired of
orche~tras being taken for
granLed in musical producti0ns
We play an overture, an EnlfacLe,
curtain music, exit music, scene
challge music, and every vocal
number. Somt'times we dOn'l
ev.;n get recognition from the
audience after the overture,
Which features only the orchestra.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
A

QUICJ\f8
OIVOR.CE

grammatical and spelling errors,
of which 1 fmd examples in every
issue of the DE (e.g. alleviate
was spelled "allieviaLe" on page 7
in the July 28 issue).
I put the blame not only on the
writers, but also on the DE. The
editors :md proof-readers, if you
employ any, should check anicles
and !eners before submitting
them to the public. After all, the
DE is a mouthpiece of the
University and thus represents
the student body. Let's not give
the critics a chan\..<! to ,Ittack our
level of education. - Birgit
Scherer, graduate student in
English

SIR,15 !HIS 5OM& KIN[) OF

so< JOKe ~ BE<::AIJSt IF
IT IS, YOtII?5 ~N6
MY He.4J{T /

ANf)Y(J(/RJ;

8R!3AI<JNG

MINE. ){XI
GONNAfAT
YOUR~?

I

Is it that we play so badly lhat we
don't deserve applause, or does
the audience just not care?
I'm not saying that the
orchestra should be more
important than the story or the
actors; that would be ridiculous. I
just want people to remember
that we are there, along with the
cast and crew, trying to give the
audience the besL musical
experience possible. - Donna
Lagersledt, graduate student in
Music Performance.

Editorial Policies
Signed articles, Including leiters, viewpoints and other
comlilenlaries, reflect the opinions of their authors
only. Unsigned editorials represent a consensus of the
DaYy Egyptian BoanI, whose members are the s:<KIent
editor-in-chief, the editorial page editor, the associate
editorial page editor, a news staff member, the faculty
managing editor and a School of JoumaUsm faculty
member.
lettefs 10 the editor must be subrnillt!d directly to the
editorial page edilor, Room 1247, Communications
Building. leiters should be typewritten and double
spaced. Atl letters are subject to editing IIIld will be
limited 10 SOD words. leIle!s!ewer than 250 words will
be given preference for ""biication. Students must
Identify themselves by class and major, faculty
members by rank and departmen~ non-acadernic
by position and department.
leiters for which verification of authorship cannot be
made will not be published.

stan

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HOW TO SUJMIT AL£TTER
TO TH~ EDJTOR!
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Gov. James R. lhompsor. ')Il a WhiStle stop toor
of Suu'.hem Illinois cities. He was met by a small

Daily Egyptian File Photo

Dally Egyptia:t File Photo

crowd of about 150 people when he arrived on

GOV. James R. Thompson listens to the comments of a
caller during one of several call-ins on WelL radio.

~.

26, 1978 in cal1Jondale.

Not a path uncrossed by 'Big Jim'
Rve Southern Illinois officials remember
good, bad of Thompson's administration
By John Walblay
SnffWriter

As Gov. James R. Thompson's path begins to weave its
last threads through the state,
Southern Illinois remembers
the issues that ..,ere soHdly
tied ro its interests and the
strands that it would rather
have cut away.
. After he leaves office in 1991,
Thompsoo will go on record as
Illinois'
longest-reigning
governor with 14 years in office.
Southern Illinoisans have
seen' the governor several
times - at the SIU-C Student
Center Ballrooms, Williamson
County Airport, the Du Quoin
State Fair and several groundbreaking
ceremonies

throughout the area - during
what may come to be known as
the "Thomps(ln Era."
Most recently, Thompson
ty/anged the heartstrings of
Southern Illinoisans by approving Rend Lake as one of
the three new prison sites
allowed for under a $97 million
budget to ease overcrowding in
the state's prison system.
In other areas, the go ..ernor
received mixed reviews in
education,
economic
development. tax increases
and his own Build Illinois
program. Although when the
reveiws were unfavorable
critics often admitted that
fault doesn't always jie
squarely 00 the governor's
shoulders even though f"mgers
are pointed at his office..

John Jackson, dean of th& pleased how Southern Illinois
College of Liberal Arts, said lags behind other economies,"
that in his estimation ThOl:lp- Woomrd said, comparing the
son's record of service to tt,e area's double digit IlllemSouthern Illinois area has only p!oyme"'.t compared to other
recently improved.
areas with unemployment
"Certainly, most recently near six or seven percent.
it'!. been good," Jackson said.
Woolard said Southern
"It illustrat'!S the fact that his Illinois' highways and roads
tenure is a mixed blessing.'
are areas that have not
Jackson agreed that the received proper attention from
approval for a new prison site state prorgams.
for the Rend Lake ConThompson's Build Illinois
servancy District is something program was, among other
that is very welcome because things, supposed to be a
of the badly needed jobs it will remedy for the poor conditions
create.
of Illinois' highways and
Jackson said that though the roads.
stability of industry in the area
Woolard said he understands
fluctuates, the overview for that area roads are not as
Southern Illinois is dismal.
frequently traveled as those in
Rep. Larry Woolard, D- the northern part of the state,
Carterville, chimed with ·but that funding for the area's
Jackson in his estimation of in his district have not been
Southern Illinois' economy as
a whole.
.
"I don't think we can ever be . "District 9 always falls short

:!e:l~~a:-the~re:~=~.~

of t':"ansportation dollars,"
Woolard said.
Woolard also said he feels
that Southern Illinois lacks
proper economic developmp'lt.
and, he said, for no viable
reason since Southern Illinois
has a ready workforce and
ample resources to handle
development.
"The one area that I feel
we've really lost out on is
economic development in the
way of industry," he said.
He said the governor has
done extremely well in having
good poliCies concerning
recreation and wildlife
management areas and state
parks in Illinois.
In 1986, Thompson was part
of an effort that allotted $100
million for park projects. The
funding helped Southern
Illinois parks more than any
other region ir: the state.
See lHOMPSON Pac a 7

Pho~

Above: Gov. James R. Thompson at a pr ~ conference at
Carbondale's Ramada Inn on March 25, 1976.
Above left: Elizabeth Dickson, Makanda, was In the crowd
that met Thompson during a Carbondale &1op ora a tour of
Southern illinois on Sept. 26, 1978.
Left: illinois Dept. of Transportation Secretary Gregory
Baise, left, and ThOmpson push for funding for rebuilding
lliinols roads.
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THOMPSON, from Page 5 - - - Summer graduation
ceremonies to be held
The renovation of Giant City few legislators that "went to Quoin State Fair did not go
State Park lodge was a project bat for money for education."
"belly up four years ago"
Prowell also said that the when its private ownership
allocated under Thompson's
Carbondale Chamber of wasn't turning a profit.
funding.
Woolard said the education Commerce was one of the two
The fair was under private
system in Southern Illinois is chambers of commerce in the ownership and suffering near
in dire straits, with many state that sided with the push the edge of bankruptcy whelJ it
was purchased by the state.
school. . districts barely sur- for the recent tax increase.
-"He (Thompson) lead the
"We were one of the two who
viving above bankruptcy. He
said the two-year, 20 percent broke ranks to support fight to get the money for t.he
income tax increase signed by taxation for education and in state to purchase it," Prowell
Thomp&on last month would tha t we supported Thompson," said, agreeing with Somit.
_.
Since then, the Du Quoin
help the districts, but he didn't ;hesaid.
Somit said he veiws State Fair has done very well
see the funding as a cure for
Thompson's rule in economic in attracting record atthe system.
Albert Somit, former SIU-C development as very good in tendance and providing adpresident and currently Southern Illinois, in par- ditional revenue for tile area.
It is surmized by m .. ny in the
professor in political science at ticularlyatSIU-C.
"The g(\vernor has certainly public and private sectors of
the University, said that there
has been a decrease in funding encouraged University efforts the state that "Big Jim" won't
for higher education in general to get into economic just ride ofrinto the sunset
and in relationship to the rising development," Somit said. disappearing from the political
"The idea to have the arena only to be whispered
costs for education.
Somit said the recent tax universities play a role in about in gubernatorial
increase "is an attempt, economic development is folklore.
"My guess is that he'll either
certainly, to reverse that fairly new," he said.
"There is a whole host of be looking at the field of law,
tendency."
Jim Prowell, executive programs for business that as either a lawyer or a judge,"
Gail I.eiberman, assistant to
director of the Carbondale didn't exist a decade ago."
Somit said Thompson was the governor on education,
Chamber of Commerce, said
that Thompson was one of the the principle reason the Du said.

law degrees,·· 231 for
master's degree:;, 2,296 for
bachelor's degrees and 220
for associate degrees.
A total of 48 retiring
faculty and staff members
will be recognized in the
commencement program.
Senior among them in years
of :;ervice is Howard H.
Olson, professor of animal
industries, with 35 years of
service.
Other retiring veterans of
30 or more years of employment are Jo Ann
Boydston, distinguished
professor, Center for Dewey
Studies (34); Marcile A.
Franklin,
physical
education (33); and Roy K.
Weshinskey, assistant
professor of English (31).

By University News Service

Summer commencement
ceremonies will begin at
9:30 a.m. Saturday in the
SIU Arena.
More than 2,800 undergraduate and graduate
degrees will be awarded in
the combined ceremony.
SIU-C President John C.
Guyon will confer the
degrees and Gayl Pyatt, a
member of the SIU Aiumni
Association's executive
committee, will welcome
the new alumni. There will
be no formal graduation
speaker.
The graduation list shows
75 candidates for doctoral
degrees, one for the
specialist degree, three for

TAIWAN, from Page 1

Coppi, assistant director of
International Programs and
Services, said.
If past statistics are correct
the long run.
only about 45 percent of the
"It won't work because they students will come to the
((,binR's government) still University, she said.
control your passport and they
The office is very. pleased
will refuse to renew it," Wang, with the numbers because they
who has a J-l visa and is to show "international students
return upon her graduation, are interestOO in coming and
said.
remaining at the University,"
Wang said a student wishing Coppisaid.
to stay in the United States
The number of students from
could apply for political Taiwan has been increasing
asylum, though most students each semester, she said.
wiSh to avoid this.
Corull"lD.ation of intent to at"If you take political asylum tend the University has
they car. convict you of being a already been recieved from 25
traitor," she said, adding that students.
International students have
this could make things difficult
for any family members still in many different personal
reasons for coming to school in
China.
the United States, Ramsey
said, but a big facto!: in
Taiwanese students' abilities
to come is a growth 'in
Taiwan's
economy.
remaining students are
enrolled in the doctoral
program.

CHINESE, from Page 1 - - - said by forming the federation,
Chinese students will be able to
communicate more effectivly
to legislators what their needs
are.
"Rig.. t now it is very confusing to Congress. They get
different messages in different
states. Now we can have
discussion fII'St and ten them
what we really want," Hosaid.
Ho, who is in the United
States on the less restrictive F1 visa, said the more commonly held J-l visa that
r~uires students to return to
China for at least two years,
doesn't take the student's
freedom· of Choice into considercition.

"Tbe U.S. government likes
to have Chinese students study
here because of the influence
the country has on them and it
helps the relationship with
China," Ho said. "China wants
its students to have access to
Western technology to bring
back. This is wby they have
such an agreement. But the J-l
visa doesn't anow a student to
have the choice to do what they
think is best for themselves."
Ho said the bill, which would
allow Chinese nationals to
remain in the United States
without jeopardizing their
ability to eventually obtaining
pennanent resident status,
would not solve the problem in

PHYSICS, from Page 1
About a year ago, the faculty
in the physics deparbnent
voted unanimously to get rid of
the program, since it attracted
so few students.
"Students wanting to attain
master's tiegrees in physics
now usually go for the master
of science degree rather than
the master of the arts degree,"
Sanders said.
The master of arts degree
originally was intended to be
the degree most students
received to prepare them for a
doctorate degree, Sanders
said.
However, most students
enrolled in the master of
science degree program,
making the master of arts
program obsolete, Sanders
said.
Both degrees are similar,
but the master of science
degree offers graduate

students a choice-between
taking a foreign language or a
computer
programming
course that the master of arts
degree did not, Sanders said.
Another difference was that
the master of arts degree
students did not have to write a
thesis, instead they were
required to write a research
paper.
The master of arts degree in
physics has fizzled out in
universities across the
country, Sanders said.
"Most graduate students in
the country obviously prefer
the master of science degree
program to the master of the
a;ts," Sanders said. "Many
universities have already
abolished the program."
About one-third of all the
physics graduate students are
enrolled in the master of
science degree program. The

Part of the economic growth
is an adjusted currency exchange rate adopted two years
ago, Chin-Hsi Tsan, graduate
student in jownftlism from
Taiwan. said.
The exchange ra te used to be
one American dollar to 40
Taiwnese dollars, he said. Now
the rate is one to about 28.
"That is'a subsumtial raise
on Taiwanese currene:,," Tsao
said. "It's a favorable factor
for sending students. It's
cheaper for spending money
abroad."
International students make
up8 percent of the University's
population, Coppi said.
Enrollment from Taiwan
was at 81 for the spring, she
said. The country is fifth in line
for total student enrollment at
the University behind
Malaysia with 373, India with
108, China with 103 and
Singapore with 82.

LEE® JEAN SALE!

WOOD,
from Page 1-·vice;, said the University had
not yet discussed Wood's
employment termination.
He said the University will
probably ask Wood to resign
from his position.
The University will not give
Wood a leave of absence
during his eight-year imprisonment, Capiesaid.
•. I presume there will be
some sort 1)f separation
agreement made with Wood,"
Capiesaid.
Jack Dyer, executive
director of Universitv
relations, said "appropriatP.
steps are being taken to terminate his relationship with
the University."
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Family of captive Cicippio hopes for a reprieve
NORRISTOWN, Pa. (UP!)
- Thomas Cicippio sat in an
orange armchair, flipping
from one television station to

hls°~~ilt:ro~ndgt!:n~~I~e~:J
safely from the hands of his
pro-Irania~ captors.
Cicippin welcomed news
reporters and camera crews
Tuesday into his basement to
join him in his watch and to
answer their questions, never
seeming to mind the heat of the
camera lights or the waving of
boom microphones in front of
his face.
"It's just a case of waiting
now to see what takes place,"
Cicippio said. "It's all in God's
·hands now."
Joseph Cicippio, 58, deputy
comptoller for the American
University of Beirut, was

abducted Sept. 12, 1986. Since
theevne'.. hcihsl'l.drfaemn ilYr'ominCaludfl.irsngt
fr
S
marriage, has maintained a
vigil for him.
Outside the Montgomery
County home of his brother
Thomas, 65, stands a constant
reminder of that vigil: a

executed Marine Lt. Col.
William 3iggins, a second
group said it would kill Joseph
Cicippio on Tuesday.
The Revolutionary Justice
Organizatjon, a faction of the
pro-Iranian Hezbollah or
Party of Goo, thrca tened to kill
Cicippio Tuesday if Israel did

~~~~~d ~~ cO~~~ttheo~~~ ~<!~\:~~~~:~~h~i~lJ:t

American hostages have been Karim Obeid.
held captive by Iranian
But two hours after the
sympathizers. Tuesday appointed 11 a.m. execution,
marked the I,055th day for Cicippio's captors said they
Joseph.
had postponed his death for 48
"Most of my strength comes hours, partly because of an
from Joseph." Cicippio said. appeal for mercy by the
"Joe is a very strong person. hostage's Lebanese wife.
"Because of friendly and
He always was. If anyone can
hold on, Joseph can."
honest calls, some personal
On Monday, several hours . reasons and the touching
after a pro-Iranian terrorist appeal by Cicippio's wife, the
group in Lebanon said it had organization announces that it

Bush weighs options, urges
release of captives in region
WASHINGTON mPH President Bush, weighing
responses to his biggest crisis
since taking office, messaged
countries throughout the
Middle East to bolster his call
for release of all hostages in
the region, officials said
Tuesday.
In tbe president's consideration of W2YS to deal with
the reported hanging of one
American hostage and the
threatened execution of
another, White House and
Pentagon sources said he bad
ruled out military retaliation
on grounds that it would be
risky and would endanger the
lives of remaining U.S. captives.
But aides emphasi7.ed other

courses of action were being
discussed as senior administration leaders buddled
in the West Wing of the White
House, where a symbolic
yellow ri~bon was tied to a
door. Said one official whorequested anonymity: "We're
not able to divulge aU that is
being said and dO-ne."
Bush "sent a number of
messages in the last 24 hours to
countries in the region" via
diplomatic channels, according to a spokesman.
"Some of them are designed to
back up the president's
statements, calling on all
parties to release their
hostages. Otbers express
concern about the general
situation."

SERVICES AT St. Andrew's
episcopal Church and Canterbury Fellowship will be
interpreted for the deaf at
10: 15 Sunday and the following

woman was the mother.
Court records indicate April
was evaluated last spring by
Dr. F.P. Johnson.
Johnson
concluded "at the time of her
labor and delivery, Ms. April
was most likely incapable of
formulating criminal intent
and also incapable of
meaningful action on behalf of
her infant."

i.

THE NEWMAN Center at
705 S. Washingtom will be
having a yard sale on Saturday, Aug. 26 from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. It is sponsored by the
Newman
International
Friends. All are welcome.
THE SOUTHERN Illinois
christian singles organization
will travel to meet with the
Carbondale chri;;tian singles
at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 5
::!'Iring their meeting at the
Mun'::>le babtist church on
Route l~ next to the Carbondale Cli'1ic. Those at·
Lending are lsked to brin~
their own "sack supper" and ii
soft drink. For 1110,' information. call Katl·.y at '!iJ6711 or John at 995·:!9i2
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"vigorously enougb" but said
he does not jOin with other
Americans 10 advocating
retaliation.
"I am definitely against any
retaliation," Cicippio said.
"It's not their brother being
held. It's not their father or
husband. I'm sure if every
single one of them' hao.
someone being beld as a
hostage, I'm sure they'd feel
as I do."
However, Joseph Cicippio
Jr., 34, said military intervention "might be the way
to go," noting, "diplomatic
cbannels bave not done
anything in three years."
Likewise, bis brotber,
David, 29, called for military
aid if negotiations fail. "We're
being held hostage with my
father," be said.

Hey, brain! The stomach needs food too! So
whip into Zipps and wrap your lips around
the best-tasting 99g, hamburger in town!
Snarfdowna
steaming bowl of
Zipps thermonuclear chili, then
drown the blazing
ball in your
stomach with ar
ice cold bucket of

Our Shakes
".~
and Floats
/. ~ /Feature
:~,;?1
.'. \::"."'" .r-I.
Schwan 's Ice 'I'~:
~(?J

weeks.

~o~r:~e::~';' :~;!:f ~i~~

independent
An-Nahar
newspaper.
Thomas Cicippio received a
telepbone call early 1i~(>Sday
from the State Deputment,
advising him that officials
there were on top of the
sitution, but Cicippio said he
was frustrated.
"I get more information
from the news media than I get
from the Slate Department,"
he said. "When I first heard
(al:lout Obeid's capture) I was
really depressed about the
whole thing. "My fear always
was that I thought something
like this would bappen."
He said the government was
not
moving
forward

The spokesman made the
comment in response to
inquiries about an NBC News
report that the administration
sent a signed diplomatic
message to Israel demanding
to know the further purpose of
holding Sbeik Abdul Karim
Obeid, the Islamic cleric
snatched from his home in
Lebanon Friday by Israeli
commandos.
Bush said in a statement
released Monday night, "Our
grave concern over the taking
and holding of American
citizens as hostages bas been
made clear on numerous occasions in the past. On Friday,
I said that the taking of any
hostage was not belpful to the
Middle East peace process.

Former SIU-C student could use
insanity defense in death of baby
MURPHYSBORO, 111. <UPIl
The former Southern Illinois
.- A 24-year-old Joliet woman University-Carbondale studemay use an insanity defense in nt was charged in October 1988
the 1988 death of her newborn with first-degree murder. She
is accused of delivering her
child.
The trial is set to begin child into a water-filled toilet
Monday.
bowl and allowing it to die.
Records on file in circuit
The child's body was found
court in Jackson County in in a trash container in May
Murphsyboro indicate at- 1988. Carbondale police
torneys (or Veronica April detP.rmined later the Joliet
might seek testimony from a
psychiatrist who doubts the
woman was capable of intentionally killing the child.

postponed the execution for 48
hours, which will not be valid
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'Thompson Seedless'
While Grapes
IL

Flavorful field Bolognah....h•.. _ ... h........ _ .... $1 78 lb.
Yodler Swiss Cheese_._ _ _•_ _ $3 98 lb.
Amerkan Potato Salad_........_ .•_ _ .••_ .. 98(; Jh.
Pimen10 Cheese Spread ...........__..._ •._ .... $3 28 lb.
J)ulch Garden Blue Cheese Crumbles, 4 .......... $1 99

78~~

U.s.D.A. Choice Boneless Ribeyes .................... $6 38 Jh.
Lean and Meaty Beef Shlsh·Ka·Bobs ................... $2 98 lb.
Extra Lean Ground Sirloin._..................·........... S I 98 lb.

Crystal Fresh Alaskan Walleye ......................... $3 98 lb.
50ft Flavor Pollack Fillets...................................... $4 78 lb.
Luscious Boneless Salmon fillets. 8 oz. ........... $ 78 pa.

Cut Fresh Every Day·Sluffed Pork Chops ......... $ 2 28 lb.
Grade 'A' Stuffed Chicken Breast .__. _.... $ 2 3 8 lb.

lb.

5

Whole White Squid ............................................. $2 48
Maxie's Own Crab Salad............................................ $4 98

lb.
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Girl-hidden for three months
found, hospitalized for illness
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI) A 6-year-old girl whose parents
do not believe in medical
treatment was hospitalized
and under guard Tuesday
from what doctors said were
malfunctioning kidneys from
being kept in hiding nearly
three months.
Detectives found Melinda
Sue James, of Banks, Monday
at an eastern Washington log
cabin almost three months
after she was ordered turned
over to state protective
custody.
The girl was flown by
chart~red plane Monday night
to Hillsboro, then transferred
to Oregon Health Sciences
University Hospital in Portlund, where she was listed in
fair condition Tuesday.
"She had a peaceful night's
sleep," hospital spokesman
John Hammarley said.
"Doctors have determined
she's suffering from a kidney
malfunction. "
Dr. Tyrone Melvin, a
pediatric nephrologist, said he
will know in a few days
whether she will respond to
medication for the kidney
malfunction, known as
1'.ephrotic syndrome.
"It is unlikely she will die."

he said, adding that she is not
in paiL.
The girl's parents, Daniel
and Judith James, belong to
the General Assembly and
Church of the First Born, a
small Christian sect in North
Plains that believes in the
healing power of prayer and
rejects medical treatment.
Authorities, acting on an
anonymous tip, went to the
secluded log home Monday
and found the girl, whose
father was jailed for refusing
to di.~c1ose her locatioo.
That discovery prompted
Washington County authorities
to release the girl's father and
a bishop in his church, both of
whom were held in contempt
and jailed in mid-June.
The girl had a 2O-minute visit
with her parents at the
hospital Monday night,
Hammarley said.
The child was placed in
Oregon Children's Services
Divjsi~ln pf'('tective custod)
"and there's a guard from the
Washington County sheriffs
office standing outside her
door," Hammarley said.
Washington County detectives learned Saturday the girl
was with her mother at the log
home near Brewster, Wash.,

about 50 miles northeast of
Wenatchee,
sheriff's
spokeswoman Sherre Caloori
said.
The ddectives,
accompanied by Okanogan
County sheriff's deputies,
knocked on the door and were
allowed inside. Caloori said
the girl was asleep and w?,
taken into custody withouL
incident.
The child had been the
subject of an intensive search
since May 5 when the Oregon
CSD was granted temporary
custody to obtain a medical
evaluation. A public health
nurse who visited the child at
her Banks home reported she
appeared gravely ill, possibly
with kidney failure.
The girl's father and
Richard Hays, 55, a church
elder, were freed from the
Washington County Jail
Monday afternoon. Ailked
whether be was worried about
his daughter. Jdmes said,
"Does any p3rent worry about
their children? Of course they
do. Because I still love her."
The two men were held in
contempt and jailed June 16
for refUSing to divulge the
girl's whereabouts or bring her
to state. authorities.

Wildfires rage in five states;
Army sends solc;fiers to help
By'United Press International
Whiteman National Forest.
Blit scores oi other
Wildfires spread over 155,262
acres of drought-dry brush and troublesome fires were
forests in five western states frustra ting the 16,627
Tuesday as firefighters and firefighters and National
National Guard troops toiled to Guard troops on the rugged
battlefronts.
save summer homes, a wilderness
historic mining town and a Firefighters have been
dispatched to the remote back
vital watershed.
At least 40 major fires and country fires from as far as
many more smaller ones Alaska, Texas, Louisiana and
raged out of control in Mississippi.
About 1,000 soldiers from the
California, Oregon, Idaho,
Washington and Montana, Army's 9th Infantry Division
Sandy Sacher of the Boise at Fort Lewis, Wash., will aid
firefights in Oregon beginning
Interagency Fire Cente·~ said.
California's largest f:.re - a Wednesday. They will be sent
12,llOO-acre arson blaze in the to the Wallow-Whitman
Sierra Nevada foothills east of National Forest northeast of
Fresno - was declared con- Baker and to an l1,llOO-acre
tained at 6 a.m. PDT. Its blaze in the Malheur and
flames had driven 2,500 people Umatilla national forests
from their homes and SO'..lthwPSt of Baker.
destroyed seven residences.
The soldiers were being
Washin£ton state's only trained in firefighting by the
wildfire, burning since mid- U.S. Forest Service Tuesday.
July in the Okanogan National
Other Oregon firefighting
Forest, was expected to be help will come from about 400
completely contained Tuesday crew members being hired by
evenmg at 1153 acres. And officials in Portland.
Oregon's largest wildfire of the
The Northwest bore the
summer was slowed at 18,400 brunt of the fires, with 24
acres in the Wallowa- blazes in Idaho, eight in

Oregon, one in Washington and
another in Montana. California
had six fires.
In eastern Oregon alone,
lightning-sparked fires have
charred almost 80,000 acres of
forest and rangeland in less
thana week.
'
"Moisture has not reached
these fires and the expectation
is for more of the same,"
Wendy Evans of the Northwest
Fire Coordination Center in
Portland said.
"Things are just growing so
rapidly that until we get an
upper hand on them, the
people directing the supression
of these fires don'~ want to
estimate when any kinds of
control will occur."
A 2,llOO-acre Oregon fire was
burning in the Beaver Creek
watershed, the main water
source for La Grande and its
11,435 residents.
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Harrington
include as delivering the Sermon on
"Socialism: Past and Future" the Mount to America,"
this year and a second volume Kennedy told the gathering.
of memoirs, "The Long- "Among veterans in the war
Distance Runner," published on poverty, no one has been a
in August 1988.
more loyal ally when the night
Earlier that year some 600 was the darkest."
admirers filled the Roseland
Harrington was a key leader
of the Democratic Socialists of
P~!lroom in New York for an
evening called "In Celebration America and was the principal
of Michael Harrington." author of the Declaration of
Among the celebrants were Principles atlopted by the
actor Edward Asner as master Sociali'>t IIlte11lational cenof ceremonies, Sen. Edward . tenniai conference in
M. Kennedy, D-Mass., labor Stockholm. "Harrington's
leaders Cesar Chavez and inspiration, vision and comWilliam W. Winpisinger, mitment will be missed by
cartoonist-playwright Jules thousands cl people across the
Feiffer and author-editor country an;; throughout the
GlQria Steinel.1.
world. " the DSA said in a
"I see Michael Harrington statement.

1~(o'9

Premium Meat
Raised & Fed Meticulousl)' - No Antibiotics

'*' Order By The Half Or Whole
'*' Delivery To Local Processor Of Your Choice
'*' Cut To Your Specification
'*' Free Recipes

Hiswric Area Farm - Meat Backed By 125 YeaTS Of Integrity

WALTON FARMS LTD
For More Information Call: 833-2398
Barbara Walton 'liefenbach
Anna 62906

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
NIGHT
DINNER SPECIAL (S-9pm)

York Strip Dinner $6.99
Thursday: 98¢ Daiquiries
Friday: 98~ Margaritas

Tonite Live Quarter Moon
(No Cover 9-1am)
Above the Sports Cenler
Behind the University Mall C'dale 529-3392

Copywriter
Wanted
The Student Center GraphiCil department is looking for a
student worker to write and typeset creative promotional
copy (i.e.. brochures, press releases, posters, "te.) for various
Student Center events and ProgrJlIIlS.

•

KnoWledge of Maciatoah word proce88Ol'll required;
experience witb page layout aoftware (Pagemaker or Ready,
Set, Go) a plus_ I~owledge of type specifications and aome
grapbic sensibilities also • plus. Job involves some clerical
duties. ACTJFFS required.

Contact Mark Jarzemsky at 453-3484, or
stop by the Grapbics office,
4th floor, Student Center.

. Every Wednesday
• Starting at 11 :OOpm
• No entry fee
• Everyone Welcome
to participate
• Cash prizes for
1st & 2nd place!

The country's newest blaze
was in Montana. It was iranited
by lightning on Bureau 0 Land
Management land outside
Miles City Monday and has
grown to 300 acres.

Socialist and author Harrington
dies of esophagus cancer at 61 .
LARCHMONT, N.Y. (UP!)
- Michael Harrington, a
leading voice of ::::cialism in
the United States and '>llthor of
a definitive boolr 'In poverty,
died after a long battle with
cancer of the a-:.phagus. He
was 61.
Harrington, whose 1963 book
"The Other America: Poverty
in the United States" inspired
Lyndon Johnson's war on
poverty, was a teacher :md
long-time campaigner for
unions. civil rights and peace
movements.
Funeral arrangements were
pending fo" H:.>rrington. who
police said r!ie'.i Mnnuav at his
home.
The mm;, recent books u.,·

WALTON FARM LAMB

Dancers
every night
startmg at
llpm

Dart Leagues
(sign up now)

Southern
Illinois Dart
Association

18 yr olds
welcome
Pool tables "'ii;;;::~ Videos &
Pinballs

Open
10am-4am
Sunday
Noon-4am

Highway 51
Three Miles
North of
DeSoto

I' Delta crew joked about crashes prior to accident
\

DALLAS (UPI) - Crew
members aboard an ill-fated
Delta jetliner joked about
airline crashes, complained
about the media and discussed
politics prior to the Aug. 31
crash that killed 14 people,
according to a tape of the
cockpit voice recorder played
for reporters Tuesday.
At various times dt.:ring the
3O-minute recording on Flight
1141, a male crew member

I

discussed airplane crashes in
Dallas-Fort Worth, Chicago
and Denver, and referring to
the cockpit voice recorder,
quipped: "We gotta leave
something for our wives and
children to listen to" in case
their plane went down.
Minutes later, the same
recording captured crew
members saymg, "Engine
failure, we've got an enginE:
failure. ... We're not gonna_

make it," as the plane failed to
gain altitude on takeoff.
The final seconds of the tape
are filled with screams, cries
and sounds of the crash.
Delta last month admitted
liability in the 1988 crash and
fired the three-member crew.
But it tried to prevent public .
release of the entire cockpit
recording, saying that casual
conversations were not
rele-;ant.

Eastern boosts daily flights to 350
from 225 after the hiring of pilots
ATLANTA (UPI) -Eastern airlines.
"We have 397 of our own
Airlines, crippled for months
by a machinists strike, in- pilots who did not strike or
creased its daily flights from came back and 291 hired pilots
225 to 350 Tuesday, bolstered who are now on line," said
by 291 newly hired pilots and spokesman Jim Ashlock in
another 750 waiting in the Atlanta.
Ashlock said another 750
wings.
The airline had originally set pilots are attending Eastern
a goal of 390 flights by Tuesday classes in Miami in
and acknowledged they had to preparation to being hired by
modify the new schedule the airline.
because of a pilot shortage.
"They are good pilots and
Spokesmen said Eastern has ready to go," Ashlock said.
leased five planes and crews "This delay is due more to not
from predoulinantly non-union getting them through the
Continental Airlines, which is training school fast enough.
also owned by Texas Air Corp., Tne FAA and everyone is
and had enough of its own non- watching us very closely so the
striking pilots and ground training is taking a little longer
crews to support the increased than we thought."
flight load.
But the Air Lines Pilots
Association issued a scathing
statement from Washington,
charging E.astern's push to
expand its fligh~ schedule
creates "a level of risk to the
flying public never before
experienced in the history of
American
r.ommercial
aviation."
Eastern spoln~men denied
the charge that their newly
hired pilots were inexperieueed, saying most came
from the military or defected
from other commercial

The Carbondale Police
Department will change over
to a new phone system today
and phone numbers will
change with the system.
Police ask that callers with
emergencies use 549-2121:
general bu~iness inquiries use
457-3200; questions about
records dial 457-3205; and
callers for the investigations
division dia1457-3206.
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He said the airline expects to
reach 390 flights a day by
August 22. Eastern had said as
recently as last week that it
would reach 390 daily flights
Countryside 2% Milk.•.•••••..•••.•••.•$1_65 gal.
[ \
by Aug. IS.
b .\
The airline has said it wants t FieldSr.10kedHam ...........$ 3 . 3 9~. l-.,-to restore gradually 800 flights ~. Chicken Leg Quarters ........49¢ lb.
f '
•
•
,
... -.of its pre-strike 1,040 daily I"
. Banquet Chicken 21b box ••• $2.99
.
I
, ' .
flight schedule.
. _ .
Eastern had almost 3,500 'f 1 1-'2 MILES-S. OF CAMPUS ON RT. 51 Jt pilots before the bitter strike,
~
which began March 4 when the {~ ~E~~~~WE:K,~:1'!,~t
International Association of
Machinists walked off the job
in a contract dispute.
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Good thru August 20
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large groups.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Phone numbers
at police station
to change today

State District Jndge Adolph member and a female flight
Canales denied Delta's motion attendant.
Other topics included birds,
to keep the tapes secret. A
special court master played the weather, then-Democratic
presidential candidate Jessie
them for reporters Tuesday.
Most of the tape consisted of Jackson and the treatment by
a casual, lighthearted con- reporters of then-Republican
versation betwee;) an vice presidential candidate
unidentified male crew Dan Quayle.

Name
Address
Phone
Signed
)
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JlJdiciary committee opens
hearings on flag desecration
WASHINGTON WPI> The Senate Judiciary Committee opp-ned hearings
Tuesdav 011 measures to
protect the flag from
desecration amidst charges it
is giving in to "crass politics."
The committee is ta~;jng
testimony on two measures a constitutional amendment
and a new law - designed to
counteract a 5-4 Supreme
Court decision that held it was
unconstitutional to ban flap,
burning when used as a form a
political comment.
The ruling brought a storm
of prolPst with President Bush
and many members of
Congress calling for a constitutional amendment, whHe
others cautioned for the less
drastic step of trying to
overturn the ruling with a new
law.
SES. HOWARD Metzenba<1m. D-Ohio, one of the
few taking the politically
dangerous step of supporting
the Supreme Court ruling, said
the "constitutional amendment woold require the kind of
mer:tal loyalty test that is the
hallmark of communist
countries and right-wing
dictators."
He asked how the next
generation would view

;~~J:tieo~ ~~ i:eed~~ceo~

s~h.

"Will they be proud of us for
weakening the Bill of Rights
for the first time in history so
that flag-burners can be
punished? No. They will be
ashamed at such a blot on the
Constitution. They will say how S&d that the national
!caders of that day succumbed
to crass politics. ,.
CONSERVATIVE SEN.
Gordon Humphrey, R-N.H.,
said that incidents of flag
desecration are rare and do
not warrant a change in the
Constitution, noting there are

~~~~~~~r:~~n~~~u~totl~:

budget deficit.
"The republic is in no danger
from the isolated few, often
demented, persons who burn
the flag,'· he said.
However, Sen. Strom
Thurmond, R-S.C., led off the
beli.iag by calling for such an
amendment.
"An overwhelming majority
of Americans are looking to
the Congress, as their elected
officials, to reverse this
decisior, and restore the proper
civil respect for the American
flag," he said.
THE
COMMITTEE
chairman, Sen. Joseph Biden,
D-Del., is pushing for a new
law to counteract the ruling as

&less drastic step.
That position drew fire from
Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMass., as merely a "means to
head oif a constitutional
amendment." Kennedy also
attacked the administration
for continuing the "p,artisan
politkal cllmpaign' built
around the flag that Bush used
in his run for the presidency.
Last week, the House
Judiciary Committee overwhelmingly approved a
Democrat-backed bill to
outlaw. flag desectration
despite Bush's call for an
amendment. The measure is
scheduled to go before the full
House in September.
THE MEASURE is similar
to the one pushed by Biden.
Both would make it illegal to
desecrate the flag and they
eliminate any reference to the
communicative imp&ct oi fJag
burning, whlch they argue is
the beart of the court ruling.
The House bill also adds a
provision for the proper
disposal of soiled or worn
flags.
A constitutional amendment
must be passed by tw~thirds
of both the House and the
Senate and then be ratified by
38 of the 50 state legislatures. A
bill can become law if it is
passed by a simple majority of
both chambers and signed by
the president.

Senate refuses te; cut funds
from rail-mobile MX missile
WASHINGTON (uPl) - The
Senate refused T>.l.esday to cut
money from the rail-mobile
MX missile to rescue the F -14D
Tomca t and the Apache
helicopter, and it sharpened
the definition of its stealth
bomber position.
In addition. the chamber
considered four "burden
sharing" amendments aimed
at getting allies to take on a
bigger share of defense costs,
ones offered by Armed Services Committee Chairman
Sam Nunn. D-Ga., and John
Warner, R-Va., the senior GOP
member of the panel.
The steady pace of
legislating came during a
drive to finish the $305.5 billion
1990 defense authorization bill,
a measure ieaders hope .::an be
finished by late Wednesday
with marathon sessions.
Sen. James Exon. D-Neb.,
pleading for senators to come
to the floor to offer amend-

"Hear ye, hear ye, hear ye, all senators. We
are open for debate. "
-James Exon
ments and finish the bill, Nunn, D-Ga., that the cut
announced to the Senate would endanger the deal and
Tuesday morning, "Hear ye, make negotiating with the
hear ye, bear ye, all senators. House in a conference committee more difficult. The
Weare open for debate."
During the day Sen. Carl House knocked out not only the
Levin, D-Mich., lost a 62-38 $502 million of the $1.1 billion
vote on his proposal to take for MX but also all $100 million
$502 million from L'le rail- for the Midgetman_
mobile MX missile and use it
to keep alive the Grumman
Also, on a 93-7 vote on a nonCorp.'s F-I4D and the AH-64 binding measure, the Senate
Apache, two projects Defense declared that "it is not prudent
Secretary Dick Cheney sought or possible at this time to
to kill. His amendment also commit to the prodUction of Bwould have unraveled a de.al 2 aircraft other than" the three
with the administration to approved for 1990 and five for
work simultaneously on the 199!. Last week the Senate
MX and the one-warhead voted 98-1 for the 1990 and 1991
mobile Midgetman missile.
plans, with flight test hurdles
Members accepted the for the plane to clear before
arguments of Armed Services the low rate initial production
Committee Chairman Sam money is released.

Senate committee rejects lucas
as a~orney general for civil rights
WASHINGTON (uP!) The Senate Judiciary C()nmittee rejectc-d William Lucas
for the government's top civil
rights post Tuesday and voted
not to send his name to the full
Senate for reconsideration in
an important blow to President
Bush.
On twin votes of 7-7, with a
tie amounting to rejection, the
committee first spurned the
nomination and then killed a
motion to bring it to the floor.
The vote was split !~rgely
along party lines with Sen.
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz., the
only member of the maj~rity
siding with the Republican
minority.

poned action from last week at
the request of Sen. Howell
Heflin, D-Ala., considered a
pivot2.l vote. Heflin wanted to
study additional information
about Bush's controversial
nominee for assistant attorney
general for civil rights.
The White House had little to
say after the setback, with
spokesman Stephen Hart
acknowledging only, "We're
disap"ointed by the vote."
Reaction frmn civil rights
leaders stood in contrast. with
Chairman John Buchanan of
the lobby group People for the
American Wa~ declaring,
"Today's vote should send an
important message to the
administrdtion: Now is a time
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for recommitment to civil
rights, not retrenchment. The
Lucas nomination was a
mistake from the outset and
the committee was wise to kill
it."
Lucas, 61, a black lawyer
from Detro:t, was nominated
by Bush in April to lead the
Justice Department's Civil
Rights Division. Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh
recommended him for the job.
Critics of Lucas, a former
Democrat who is now a
Republican, said the Senate
s!>ouJd reject Lucas because of
his position on recent Supreme
Court civil rights decisions and
his lack of experience in the
courtroom.

*HAVE TWO HOURS TO SPARE?*
MARRIED OR ENGAGED COUPLES EARN $$$
FOR RESEARCH ON HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
Eligible married couples can earn $1 5
for one interesting session

Engaged couples get $6 for the initi<l:1 session,
and more money for future SeSSiU(lS.
Please call the SIU-C PsychOlogy Department
536-2301
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LA ROMfi'S PIZZA
Wednesday Special

LARGE 1 .TEM

Includes Pitcher of
Pepsi or Beer
(with proof of aga) with
Eat-In Oraers

Open for Lunch Delivery
Mon-Sat 11 am
Wedneoday SpedCII not VdIk:l with arrv
o~ coupons. no substltullono.
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s. III. C'dahz

529-1344

"Quart Drafts .. $222
Speedrails
$1~
Jack Daniels .. $l H
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Tin Pan Alley
Thrrsday

Tornado Alltzy
Friday & Saturday

4 On Th(2 Floor
Sunday

Modern Day Saints
&

lunglv Dogs

Host open jam ni~ht
Bring your ClXCl and Jam!

Poland's food prices soar; workers call for strikes
WARSAW (UPI) - The
government lifted pric('
controls on food Tuesday,
sending the cost of some goods
soaring by 1,000 peent and
triggering nationwide strike
calls for higher wages to meet
the new round of infla tion.
Sensing the rising discontent, Solidarity leader Lech
Walesa urged oPQosition
deputies in Parliament to
oppose Interior Secretary
Czeslaw Kiszczak as the next
prime minister.
The governemnt move,
aimed at stimulating farillers
to produce more food,
unleashed a chorm: of complaints from angry - and
frustrated Poles lining up to
buy what food was available.
"I worked for 34 years. How
am I to live now'!" asked a
woman penEioner, who burst

into tears while waiting in line
for eggs at a large indoor

the sources said.

marke~.

THE UNOFFICIAL value of
the zloty dropped drastically
overnight, from 5,500 to 6,500
zloties to the dollar, one of the
steepest declines since martial
law was imposed in 1981. In the
northwest port of Szczecin, the
dollar was fetching nearly
8,000 zloties.
The government lifted price
ceilings while promising a
compensation scheme to
cushion the impact for consumers but so the scheme has
not been implemented.
Poles Hni:1g up in Warsaw
markets found yogurt and
cottage cheese up 350 percent
- but no butter, milk, hard
cheese or salt for sale.
Government meat stores in
Warsaw were closed, but meat
was available in the meat

A ONE-DAY warning strike
was calIed at the shipyard of
the Baltic seaport of Gdynia
and another strike was under
way at a small trading company in the western city of
Gorzow.
Strike alerts also were called
at the huge Nowa Huta steel
complex in Krakow and in the
Elblag industrial compl"x (>.8st
of Gdansk, Solidarity sources
said.
The sources said the strike
alerts were called to express
general dissatisfaction with
shortages and the rate of inflation, which is close to 100
percent annually. The lifting of
the price ceilings was not the
only cause of the strike alerts,

shops of some other cities at a
greatly increaserl price.
IN THE SOUTHERN city of
Krakow, prices for beef
jumped uearly 10 times, from
610 zloties (73 cents) to 6,000
zloties ($7.18) for 2.2 pounlls,
Polish radio said. The radio
said Krakowians suffered a
"price shock" because the
government said it expected
meat prices to rise only by 180
percent to 200 percent.
In the face of serious
dissatisfaction over the latest
government policies, Walesa
announced from his home in
the Baltic seaport of Gdansk
that he opposed the nomination
of Kiszczak as the replacement
for outgoing Prime Minister
Mieczysiaw Rakowski, the
new Communist Party leader.

KISZC7.AK. WHO oversaw
the implementation of martial
law on Dec. 13, 1981, was
proposed Monday by the
Communist Party as its
candidate.
"I was for thl:: car..didacy of
General Kiszczak for
president. I am against his
candidacy
for
prime
minister," Walesa said. "I am
asking th .. t the Citizens'
Parliamentary Club (the
Solidarity
caucus
in
Parliament) vote against
Gener:d Kiszczak's candidacy."
As the Sejm convened
Tuesday, Solidarity announced
it would call to account the 10month·old government of
Rakowski, during which annual inflation approached 100
percent and industrial output
.
slumped 5 percent.

More than 200,000 troops withdraw from Beijing
BEIJING
<UPll
Authorities have withdra..-m
more than :'.00,000 troops from
the capital to provincial
miliblry . garrisons in what
may be the first step toward a
lifting of martial law , Chinese
sources said Tuesday.
The sources, who are wellinformed on security matte!':>,
said the withdrawal leaves
20,000 troops in Beijing that
they said will be reorganized
into a special paramilitary
pOlice force expected to
remain in the capital throu~
the Asian Games in the
summer of 1990.
Hundreds of thousands of

troops from around the
country were se-nt tc Beijing to
enforce martial law, declared
May 20 by Premier Li Pengo
Initial attempts by troops to
advance into the city to crush
the pro-democracy protests
were blocked by Beijing
citizens. Hundreds of
truckloads of soldiers were
stranded for days withoc~
supplies, .leading to wide
speculation about dissent
within the military. The troops
were later withdrawn to
barracks.
On June 3, thousands of
soldiers supported by tanks
and armored personnel

carriers moved into the
capital, firing on unarmed
crowds. Hundreds and
perhaps thousands were killed
in the push to clear Tiananmen
Square, the focus of the
student-led protests.
The sources said more than
200,000 troops sent to the
capital to enforce martial law
were recently withdrawn..
The military presence on the
streets has visibly decreased
and Western military attaches
have confirmed large troop
movements out of the Beijing

area.

The sources said the withdrawal may be the first step to

the lifting of martial law in the
capital, probably after next
year's Asian Games.
They said two di'iisions of
10,000 soldiers each clre being
kept in Beijing for security
purposes, but these will be
reorganized into paramilitary
units.
Soldiers with automatic
rifles are stationed at key
intersections throughout
Beijing and conduct night
searches of cars for weapons
lost in quelling the unrest.
In a related development
Tuesday, China said it is
taking steps to upgrade its
tourist services in the capital

and lure back foreign visitors
scared off by the turmoil of
recent months.
"Beijing will rectify its
tourism industry to improve
the service quality, improve
the tourism environment and
protect the interests of
overseas visitors," the official
Xinhua news agency said.
The agency reported thehead of the Beijing Tourism
Bureau, Bo Xicheng, told a
tourism meeting the city's
apprOXimately 300 tourist
hotels will be inspected and
those deemed "not qualifie.:! to
receive foreign visitors" ",ill
be barred from doing so.

Cambodia factions agree to begin
peace talks, withdrawal of troops
PARIS (UPI) Rival
cambodian factions attending
a key conference on their
country's . future Tuesday
agreed to begin work on a
peace settlement and decided
to send a U.N. mission to
determine how to verify a
Vietnamese troop withdrawal.
"A great step has been taken
on the road to the return of
peace in this country," French
Foreign Miniser Dumas said
before working groups began
on devising a settlement for
ending the war in Cambodia.
If all goes according to plan,
a treaty will be presented for
signature at a foreign
ministers' session scheduled
from Aug. :~-Aug. 30 at the ('.od
of the month-long conference
that opened Sunday.
The future role of the
communist Khmer Rouge,
which under Pol Pot's threeyear rule is blamed for the
deaths of at least 1 million

Cambodians, as well as
establishment of international
controls to verify the planned
Vietnamese pullout are the
main stumbling blocks at the
conference.
Vietnam invaded Cambodia
in late 1978 and ousted the
Khmer Rouge, but a Cambodian resistance alliance led
by Prince Norodom Sihanouk
and Khmer Rouge guerrillas
have been battling the Vietnamese-backed Cambodian
government of Prime Minister
Hun Sen.
Dumas said the decisions
reached during the first
ministerial session, which
ended Tuesday, "were not
merely procedure" and "were
only adopted because there is a
political agreement to begin
the work with a view to obtaining a settlement of the
Cambodian conflict."
Dumas and his Indonesian
counterpart, Alia Atalas, told a

news conference the 18 nations
unanimously agreed to have
U.N. Secretary-General Javier
Perez de CUellar send a
mission to Cambodia to
determine how best to verify a
Vietnamese pullout scheduled
for completion next month and
prepare for free elections.
In addition to deciding on the
need for the fact-finding
mission, the document sets out
procedures to be followed by
three main working committees.
Rival leaders Sihanouk and
Hun Sen praised the
developments.
Sihanouk, 67, called the
ministerial session "Co very
good beginning" ;;.n1 praised
China for persuadmg the
Chinese-backed Khmer Rouge
to accept giving Laos and
India co-chairmanship of key
com!D~ttees set up by the
participants.

Iceland halts whaling practices,
ending Greenpeace fish boycott
REYKJAVIK,
I,celand
<UP!) - Iceland suspended its
controversial program of
killing whales for research
Tuesday, prompting the in·
ternational environmental
group Greenpeace to call off a
worldwide boycott of Icelandic
fish products.
"Since Iceland has agreed to
do no more research whaling
Greenpeace is, as of today,
terminating its boycott of
Icelandic fish products,"
Greenpeace U.S. projects
coordinator
Campbell
Plowden told reporters.
"We hope that Iceland will

never go bar.!;. i.o whaling - but
if they dc we'll take whatever
action is necessary," Plowden
said.
Icelandic Foreign Ministry
spokesman Johan Bendictsson
announ'!ed the whaling
program's tw(}-year suspension and said he welcomed the
environmentalists' deciSion to
end their boycott of the island
na tion's vital fishing industry.
"We are very pleased that
Greenpeace has decided to
stop its campaign," the
spokesman said.
Bendictsson said Iceland
landed its last whi:le of the 1989

research whaling season July

~~~f~~~!~:;;:.!~ ~e:!~n

'i'he two remaining Icelandic
whaling vessels are to join
other ships and aircraft of
North Atlantic nati<ms
carrying out extensive bui. nonlethal whaling surveillance in
the nort.ltern seas, he said.
Bendictsson said Iceland
had told the International
Whaling Commission that it
would not hunt any more
whales in 1989 or 1990, :lnd
would wait until an IWC re·
evaluation of whaie stocks
before deciding to resume.
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41A4Ar183
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approval and may be revised. rcJCCI~. or ""n<<:lled at any time.
The Daily Egypuan assumes '0 liability if for any reason it
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457·A608,457·6956.
8·21·89
.224Bal
NEAR
CAMPUS,
lUXURY
Efficiencies lor graduale ond law
.Iudenls only al 408 S. Poplar.
.a-lulaly nopeb. Call 684·4145.
~9
396980183
NICE NEW FORM 2 bdmI, 2 or J

Ai{y~Vs

cusf~~?il

~~.iea!,t9_~~;~!

405080183

1 ana 2 bdrm

opb & houl8$~ furn or unfurn,
carpel, OIr, water, in bwn and o.Jl,

A GREAT
'he be" 14.80 ,hr•• bedroom

~';1:'iced 10 oall. "57-47,,5

8·2-89

5360 per mo., nice 2 bdrm in
687·

8·2-89
GREAT PRICES ON

:.~m~b:ialJ.ct-=-Io~~w.

8·2·89
5993AcI83
198.4 HONeA AfRO 125 KDOIer.
bcellent c:oncI. RunI Gr.all $650.
Phone 457·7"16.
8-2·89
6O?5Ac183
HONDA 350Xl, lOW mile.
~v~~U'1 .ell. $350. Call

M'WoA

~bd~7f~~O'::,~~

M'borO $200 per mo. Call
4577.

Oak lor a li.t 01 local ions and
G":DIS. 529·3581 or 529·1820.

4481 Ad 8'
MOPED $400
b Ph.
Mus!
...

8·2·89
6054Ac183
YAMAHA 250 MOTORCYCLE,
52,""" mila, $500 ... r be.t all...
549·7901.
8,;;;·89
5653Acl e3
1982 YAMAHA. VIRAGO 920 CC.
Blad wilh accessories, 24,000 mi.
$1200, 0I!0.Cai549·7809.
8·30·89
5725Ac8
1987 HONDA SPREE T.rquoi...

~~t ~fi:~~i~'"D~'I= ~~

684-4145.
8·2-89
3967l1o 183
COAlE FURN. APTS: one block

1irr.H6USES, AND tS:~,"

Must ..tl. Pric .. negoIiri>le. 549·

~i_~ening Monica. 549·1?5~. __
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200<' morc32cpcr line. per day

~~,;.,"'t7'2~~8~cded

lei
8·2·89
563~~~
12XA5 2 BDRM. Ju.1 rem~I~1
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5§52Aa lBJ
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For Rent:
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Mobile Homes
Recreational Vehic,es
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Mobile Homes
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Real Estate
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Wanled 1.0 Rent .
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Found
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and
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5728An18
5000-8000·9000 BTU AC'" elec
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8)(12 >Iorage build. 529·3874.
8·2·89
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MUST SEW Q waterbec:t Irame :
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3486 night. $5O/OI!O.
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Am
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~:.:;~~":'~.~~
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foU.
8-2-89
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~
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2 BDRM FURN
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SUPER SINGLE WATERSED on
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downlown. I bdrm $300 _h.
529·430101'457-5312.
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GEORGETOWN APTS lOVELY,
newer furn,,, unfum., fo, 2,3,4,
~i'J~ nice! Open 9-5:30.
8-2=119
57701\n1A.1
SUMMER AND FAll 910 W.
Sycamore. Incl. ulililie. and
premium cable TV. Bereain roles

8-2-89

Reasonably piced. 529·5505.

mile..549·~:-a.
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2
I:n
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washer/dryer

3 BDRM H!RN

Imperial Mecca
Now LeasIng
for
Summer &. Fall

. ·Hou5lng loT the
Serious Student"
Furnished,
one bedroom
and effldencles

HQlISES
W/""uhcr1dl;yer
317 S. OAKLAND
~lla:tmIEOIT

Luxury Efficiencies near campus
408 S. POPLAR - grad and law only

Also: DISCOUNT HOUSING
1 Bdrm fum apts. 2 miles west of Cdale
Days Inn

Absolutely No Pets

684-4145
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Carpet &. All'
Larmdl)' fadll!1c~
Water. Trash &. Sew~
Clean &. Quiet
No pets

Shown by
Appointment
only

549-6610
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&·2·89
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COUNTRY UVING 2 . . . """ Qi
C'dale. 2 bdrm unlum .• $275.
529·3581 or 529·1820.
8·2-39
56UBb183
.. BDRM PlEASANT Hill R([ partiOI

lurnid>ed .....Ier. Ir""h • ...pp!;ed.

$.tOO/.-..h. 5<l9--83<l2 ....
8-2·89
563 I Bbl83
2 l\DRM PAAl1AI.l.Y IUrniJle<l. J()6
Pecan s!.• $280 mcnIh. s.c9.~.
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:t.'tiflFUl
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l.un.
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IN MOBILE
HOMEUVING

SJ75. no pel>. s.c9·2258

8·2·89

5700!bI83

1 BEDROOM in '" apl

. LARGE

::::~.:..::~~"'j:

529·2013, ~-819~. s.c9·3913.
5703Bb7
8·29-39
3 roEOROOM QUlET N.W.

2&3 Bedrooms
at 9~O E. Park

kt~ large ":,71ot~

529·2013. ~C;:.
8-29·89
S102Bb7
2 BOI!M fO'NNH(j/l. 3 ~ OIl{

You'llove:

ss1m.

-Great New Locations
·Storage Building
-Ughted Parking

~~:{.~~c.n..:
.529--~13.~-819'"

·Sundeck
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for Rent
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=--wi~~~
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Il10.
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&·2·89
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RENT A LS
Office at:
501 E. College

(students only. no pets)

1BR Apt $220.00
21nt Apt $260.00
flllfiL CLOSEOOT
foI_

.oRGETOWII fIP1'S.

............-

-A~"""'joLNefll
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0 , . D.-, l"':M
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2·BWROOM
504 5. Ash apt. 1

408 W 0Ieny 0.
509 1/2 5. Hays
410 L HesIIer

OosetoMalI
1 mile rrom ~ Center

549-8294

SJ"J~17

I· BEDROOM
4101/2[. He5hs'

M",bUeHomes
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and efficiencies.
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67BEDROOM

5·BEDROOM

4OOW<».

Available
Fall &. Summer 1989

529-t082
Office: 703 S. illinois Ave.

::

2&3 Bedrooms
at 714 E. College
Featuring:
CentlaJ Air
Cable TV
WashertDryer
Close to Campus

$31S
$290
$285

$250

_ _

la1 w.t MIll......

,distance to campus.
1 year lease, no pelS.
Perfect for prof. or
grad students.
1

Natural Gas Efficiency
Sorry No Pets
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\.. c.~t

.
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'~~~~~mD~
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Clean.
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furnished apartments
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.... -
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~: ~~t'~: Ar;>eor in

AlRUNES NOW HIRING. flighl
Atlendan .. , Trovel AgentJ,
MechaniCl, CUI-tomer Se,."ice.

8·2·89
5947CI83
WAITRESSES WANTED, APPlY in
per..,n Culrured Cream., S. 5 I,
C'daIe. Apply aIrer 2:00 pm.

6000 fl<1. A·9501.
9·25·89

1!:.~s.:::.C!it fllJO~5~

wonled lor Cho".rbox Lounge.

~in person, 1017 N. 14i!..

lederal~".

9·5·89
3479<:12
AlRUNES NOW ~!~2~. fi;ghl
attendt.nr~.
trovel
agentl.

8·2·89
6043C183
fUU OR PART· lime woilr"..".,
cwI;~·n penon. lOam Ie 6 pm 01

Gar

8·28·~

U53Bd6
2.IIEOO<XlM, A)c, untVm, '1uie!,
,.ce, I mi. E. RI. 13, 12 ma.l8a.e.
549·6598 "".... No peI$.
8·2·89
41198<1183
2 8DRM TOWNtnME 3 y.. old,
lc.tge 'xlnns cia, near Rae Cenrer,

~:li~~:~(!'d~10~~t~29~~~ f!;

lur1hei irolormolion call 457 -6703
Deadline i. Aug 10, 1989
8·2·89
5603C183
RESIDENT MANAGERS OR 011

:::ie~I~I~~ fa';';

quaI~icalton>.

NICE TWO Bi>RM Unl.rn, oir,

~~I':;i Y"'"

C117.
8·2·89
A2488e183
CARBONDALE, 2 BR . 12 mo.
......., 2 ..."Ie. SouIh on US 51 . No
pols. AIS7·5766.
8·2·89
5966!1e183
2 BR., CARPETED, garalle with
"P!ner. 29.41 W. Sun .... $Al75.
Cal 549·2092 ...... 6 pm.
8-2-89
60318.183
NEAR CRAB OPCHARO lolle. 2

vic

My home

~~ WC\'AAN Ni:Eoft:=Je

rtd;:~t~;:·!.,~:~:
549·7A1OO.

BJH'~ TRUCK ,*,iver ~
\ruck

;~C;3~ionCti. 457·2608 e,

needed

10 move furnilure.

$3.50 per hour, pl •• go>, 529·
387.1.
8·2·89
57A1OCI83
ENTHUSIASTIC
STUDENT
WORKER. Seaerary, rac!'P'iani>l.
CWS nol necenory. Alrernoon

8·2·89
6OS78el83
COUNTIIV 2 BEDROOM, wId

~i'fi5.;. ~'3"'iv~20 a .....

8·2-89
561 1Bel 83
VERY NICE 2 BDRM, c,,"lrOJ air,
wa.her/dryer. AU new carpet..

;13':1sfi~,tjloilu~

Conrrol Dopor1menI.

$JOO a mo. 549·SSSO.

8· 2·89
S802CI83
fACULTY AND STAff ObUwnon.
~.....ry-Ii.eP.'"""l~.i>

56518.17

f:.Om:f;.
~seI~~fslE.~:
C'dole, nighll,. rale., $12.95

549·2898.
9·11-89
S5108111
\G ROOM WiTH bCiih. u.. 01 b•. &
living oreo. enr.l air. 15 min ""'"

8·23·89
40128b3
WlDWOOD NIOIIIIf HOME PGfI(,

allerSpm.

Pert, dooe b SlU. Iacmed all 01 E
park 51. on W..... Rd. 529·SJJI

~·Jl;.BJ,

Deod~ne dole: Augus! 18,1989.
lellen .. I inl",le.1 .hould be
Soubmittecl 10 Seymour a'YJ!On.
Anillonl to th. Pr~ident
Affirmative Action, AnIhony Hall
lOA, s.:.urhem Illinoi. Univeniry,
Ccrixx.daIe. IL 6290 I
8·2·89
S806C183

~,~6~,~5A~'-o~i.,

~a::t.y~~"i:=
or 529·5878.
8·289

SS9OBh183

ROOM

fOR

RENT

lemale

~Won

01

~r:r::t:'n. de~~:~:::: ::~

relation.,
and
funclroi:o.ing. Mwvtot.5 eJrf*'. ...:.

:~~~
~~tio~~I:·:l:'!lr~~

re~':;ch~~1 rO~II~ti:~~: "

~\ing upon !he ~Iilicolion,
01 the oPPiiconl. A bachelo.. or
~D51er degree in Microbio~9Y,

~=ifl'...~Ii~i~

genelic!Ion,:olecular bi~logr.
microbiJ ___~or biochem,.rry IS

rt:;~ Por~~o'l
g~~;i:.l.., Il~29~f.r~,n:;:1

8't'-ar'

S77SC 183

TYPING AND WORD Procening.

~~'F~&"';'~

diu., re.umas.. elc:1:"quolity

wodt, call 529·2722.
8·2·89

AND WORD proceui"ll.

TYPING

~ ~~~ E.

M:l:G

579~

Su., ~.

r-rr.

T~
~enc. Iyplng
~,rheiio,

_papers,

~ tJrtG~~<n1

and

9·7·11'f
5989£13
DANCE: BAllET & MODfRN
clo ...... Mot'on !iY"- School,
Sho~Caaodon. ph. 684-4307.
8·2 .
6005E4
LAYr MOWiNG, BAGGING
....,jlab!e. H~ Irimmingond
""",""" poaI.quCiliay. 529·1727.
8-2J.§9
swig

1·1, .......u!mu</
· •· . •q'~~;-~..~•. . .

NoR-c..L1'Iocose.

Ui89MANAGa. We~ie~,
GpP.IyinC-:::aI~" 1701

Muq>hy.bO.o t-...

8=2·89

S6lJ2C183

HIGHEST QUALITY JOB
IN CARBONDALE!

I:..•.•~.•. :.i3.'!".T.kVM#·M)
_~

8·2-89

5667C 183

I ~~oo~e;n~~::I!ili~!
~t" (1)800·687·6000

9·27-89

&III. '/.

.42J~

Jimmy John's Gourmet Sub Shop
WANTS YOU!
TO HAVE. TO HOLD. TO LOVE!
CALL JEFF AT 529-2501
To Apply for -Sandwich Creatoror -Delight Deliverer.Don't Miss This
Awesome Opportunity!

;;r" washer $1 351mo. 529·
8·2-89

Main,

SERVlCE":'~

Gmnd Iwe. ea.Ixw.IoIe. I. 62901-

r.:s"..;:

ALL NEW 2 &. 3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
CUT YOUR UTILITY BILL IN

Close to Campus
~-=

309. 400. 407, 409.
50.,503 W. College
507 &.. 509 S. Beverage'

KNIC'~, .'IIIomey. 00'0
~. flOlD.~.618-549-CS77.

JOHN E.

~

8.23-89.

S980C183

~besr=.~~
~ 01 0;,-.. 780 EasI

8·2'89
566!!C183
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT/MARKETING.
immediole openi"ll' filing,
Iaboli.ns. cq»Ong, IJ'pcng. >lul/ing
....elope., elc. Mus! be CWS.
~~eaeaIion CanI ..

~

and

~mmunity

P.'eler;~.
AcI.~~
ihemeo, eIt. Mull ...... ACT on lila.

~:~~r~""cd687.~':.

p..Ienecl, ovoiIcaJle, Aug. 16 near

odnU~

.;!..,.se:a~~;

~;;:..Recrealion Canr.

_

8·2·89
5739C183
RESEARCHER. A fUlL·lime ~Iion
i$ O¥oilabk ;n (I ~i Mudyi~
protein "rn!hesis. In bacleria. The

=iole~ng,$.3.SS/~r ..

Roo~:~n

r~loci~-. AIS7.48I~a!III5

~utMIliRfCTOR~~
~l!=~~ c:~;.~~rb~io":''7.:::

~O~Y~R~T:RJM~:KM:~G~

fURN
wollci"9 di .......ce Ie ~. 20S

91·15-89
56628119
2 ROOMS AVA!.. in 7 ream ........
$88.57/monlh. 2 block, Irom
campuo. Call 457 ·AAl7AI or 549·
7719. Ask lc.t Chin or Drew.
8·30·89
5707818
LAW STUDENTS. WITHIN ,,:alking
di5lDDCe 10 Lesor. Cenlral Air,

ancIlam;\iariiy wid.

:n7i';~!= ~~~
Effective dore; Augus! 25, 1989,

ROXANNE M06ILf HOME Porl..
Qui. park. Owner Ii- in part,
reo_able r _....... ndromol in

.

S:CIl

~,

PRIVAJE fURNISHED ROOM,

549·2831.

D.J. 's WANTED,
RECORD
colleclion prelerred, apply 01
~.. lG-6.6OII S.lIinai,Ave.

g,.ievance 5-i'uolioR5. Po,ilion
reporU Ie lhe Pre>idenr 01 SlUC.

ind..cIo.llecti.ei~lol-iII,

~

566A1C183

M~~:J=401~

~.~ral'.ien~~

CARPE'fB), RHRKGti'iY
ineiuJed, SI85 mo. 516 S.

~tJ9 ROOMS AT go'S4!'!1~.

~~b. nasage.

wfih two yean minimulli expo
worlr:in~ wi.h P-8rt,ons. with

br Ioa.hy and sIaIf in p-e-lormal

~":~:::d..t2.~:~

neeaea.

~~ 3'la;~:t~~~ Qreo.

M;'~ FOR REI-iT, "nl~~

an
::rTV~/~.~~:

UI. RI793 .
8·22·89
601SC2
PART TIME MAiNT. WOiIt
Tooll,
axperien, ..
and
Iran--mrion required. cd! 529·

8·2·89
5766CI83
~~TiO
wort. weel.end•. call lee <II 549·
4459.
8·2·89
5733C183
LMINNANNY~
lor 11 Yf. old boy, """" and boGrd

8· 25·89
S736C5
SUbSTANCE ABUSE CASE
CIOOrdinolor·lor more inlormolion

col 549·37J4.

Oprorlunityl affirmative aclion

~;,~~"s.'C~11 i~:02.m:::5

aUendonr.. col Me-ry 549·4320.

~~~s.~nper<>Wlal

;;~~~~ ':.:~s:~
214 W. vovie, Anna, Il62906.
Cur 01/ dale is 8/2/89 Fnf.
8·2-89
5972C183
BA8YSITTER/HOUSEKEEPER
W,.\NTED part lime afternoon,_
M·f. Own Irans. 549'678~ alter
5:30pm.
8·2'89
55~9CI83
AlTN . HIRING GOVERNMENT

t

5663CI83

108 woilresses

and doonnon preferred. Doorman

Microbiobgy, Soulharn /II;.,no;,

11eld. !>and r....me Ie RA VE, Ir>c.,

8·2·89
5712C183
WANTED P~.Rr 11/:' l EVENING

~
NON HIRING fOR

:,,~!~;,.~' t:! ~;::

re~rh. 8oc~9round r~quued.

intervention, Send '..:iume 10:

~ii~:~t:)'.°f.r!i:~eS· S,~:;V

~:r' CoIS49.SS~

'i·5·89
379lCI2
fAM,LY SUPPORT UNIT/Pro9ram
Specioli .. b develop/implemenl
rehab plaou lor Ihe dienl, li •• ng
independenlly in rhe communily.
Auis.1 in moniloring programl.

~;: t':=':J ::!":";.;-:
=~ceiin ,;::;~s~ih c~~~

57C58d7

4

~{~:OI~af;~~~~~olentiol.

COUNSElOR: MENTAl HEALTH

~~~~lJ~J~~: 9~~n$truction

RN
i**

eel. A9501.

i:R~ Wl.>"'EY READfJc, ep.l

~w~~ ~~e~~~t
~~;w""uniry"""'TsB3CI83

AIS7-8 I94.

9·13-89

le.eI po.mo.... Cal! 305-687·6000

odminiwroJior oJ emergency and
trarwtional hcu~in9 program. 20
hou" weelly. SociOl 5o,.ico, and

=rtlC~~I::rh;;~.~~~:

829·89

i:"':n~b~"~$~o;tE~

',.

8·2·
SS85CI83
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. ASSIST in

CONTEMPORARY PROFESSIONAl
2 bedroom Iownhome., near lhe
c'dol" Clinic All oppliarn: ..

5922(25

~~7~E~~~.$~~~~
687-6000 fJd. R·9501 lor cur"""

rlM~DERS AND wArfR1s'?E S
J

PART lIME MNGR. lor Irailer porIt.
baoIc beping slcills desired, Iroiler
or hou.. ovailable. Relined are
- " ' 9 " Ie apply. 529-1539. Ilt.

PflEGNANT?

(?all BIRTHRIGHT
Ftee Pregnancy Tesring
Canfider"""~

549-27g4
215W.II'.aln

Edwin: to thank
you for the most
wonderful six
months of my
life. from
eternity

~
.

;!t~'... \\.

and into
eternity.

I Love You
MuyMucho.
Yours

Jackie
and
Sharon..•
CPAstobe.
Good Luck
with the

IISia a:'

-

Don't
forget
me when
you reach
the top!!
Jodi

ACROSS
1 leading role
5 Thlcke.
10 AUemoon

affair
12 Ste... order

33
35
38
.0
42
.3

.as

Mo.t tender
GeneUc lelt.,.
Pardon
Or.tor's •.tand
SW"'!nned

15 Computer unit
16 Poe'. "The
Man _'to
11 Fix Ol'e,
" Elfec'lve
20 Comp. dl,.
2. Ripening
•• ctor

dlyilion
511 Ant ouK.ble
81 A aardner

22 Nlrrow erast.
24 WI.ty

12 Poe', "The
My• ...,

rwaponae
21 BUIY termlnal

of - "
65 '"- Th ....

NrV2n'

mean. of
IntOf'Ctlmant

211 Florid
3' •. AylY
32 HIghUII.

33 Hoi), one: Fr.

Gr ...y 'i.td

Ear1~ guitar
46 ~t. nol"
41 Esqul,.
U Noru taie.
50 .'- I.
bennlngtt
53 Ho.vy brew

14 Prospero'.

27 Actor Cronyn
28 Poem b), Po.
30 Kalahan •• g.

55 Kind of ta..
66 DraIN!

live,"
II Act .. M.urico
87 Functlof'

DOWN

34 Turf

1 Hit sian
2 US pres!dent
3 A John''''

36
37
39
4.

5 Hidden supply

S! Grono

.. Pr&plre to Kt
8 Hock.,. GlUt
7 Prep£" tho
way

I MenGed.
9 Churd! ot'leI.1

10
11
'2
.5
.7
2S

T... by Poe
se. did
N.utlcal .....
Rlckoty car
R.1son d'City on 1M
seine

25 Mi... Kelt
26Ut1and

Plrt of n.b.
Gets rid of
Musial

0.1,

59 Stravinsky

60 Far: pref.
53 FemlnlM
tuttlx
It Oan&on of
''CIIeera''
C4 Modll. wind

..7 W., troubled
49 LHlg.n'
50 IBMr muo

51800.

52 Mora grflty

54Co!J>u_

('uzzle answers are on page 19

Registration of quilts to help
preselVe traditional art form
By Carrie Pomeroy
3taffWriter

Quilt Registration Days will
be held at the University
Museum's Mitchell Gallery on
Aug. 11 from 1 to 4 p.m., and on
Aug. 12 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.rn..
Quilters and owners of quilts
are ilwited tAl register quilts as
part. of the Illinois Quilt
Research Project.
Registered quilts will be
photographed, lind their 2ge,
pattern, ar.d fabrics will be
recorded, along with any other
pertinent information about
the qUilts. Participants will
receive a cloth label with a
registration number that c. n
be sewn intG their quilts to
verify registralion.
The Illinois Quilt Research
Project is a statewide drive to
establi~h records of quilts in
Illinois. The project, which is
being run by the Land of
Lincoln Quilters Association in
conjunction with the Early
American Museum in
Mohamee'" will eventually
culmina te in a book and a
travelling quilt exhibit.
Informalion about all
registered quilts will also be
filed at the Illinois State
Museum in Springfield, which

~~~iti!~farS~:!~rve

this

Vickie
Sprague-Reed,
project coordinator for the
Illinois Quilt Research
Project, said that the records
on registered quilts will also be
a valuable resoorce for people
interested in their family
heritage.
"When quilts are passed
down, the information we.
co;lect about them win be on
record," she said. This will
enable people to discover the
history of their qUilts.
The quilt reg:stration form
contains a large range of
questions about ...ach quilt's
background, Sprague-Reed
said.
The ethnic background of the
quilter and the quilt's town of
origin will be recorded, along
with the reason the quilt was
made. Sprague-Reed commented that quilts were used
as everything from wadding
gifts to commemorations of
dea ths in the family.
Sprague-Reed said that Quiit
Registration Days will be the
first off,cial documentation of
quilts in Southern Illinois. She
expects at least 100 participants for Carbondale'S
Quilt Registration Days, based
on inquiries into the event.
Sprague-Reed said that the
old-fashione<.i art of quilting is

still a popular pastime in
Southern Illinois, which will
help promote interest in the
quilt res~rch.
"We have several quilting
clubs in the area," she said,
adding, "Mrs. Pettit, the
chancellor's wife, is a quilter."
Sprague-Reed. recommended that participants
register before Aug. 11
because of !.he registration
form's length.
"I know it would be to their
advantage to fill them out
early," she said.
Registration forms can be
obtained in advance by writing
to Sprague-Reed or Lorilee
Huffman at the University
Museum. Faner 2469;
Southern Illinois University;
Carbondale, Ill. 62901, or by
calling them at 453·5388.
Registration forms will also be
available the day of the event.
There is no fee for participating.
Sprague-Reed, who said she
has learned much through
coordinating
Quilt
Registration Days, is an·
ticipating a highly enjoyable
event.
''I'm looking forward to
seeing the quilts as they come
through the door," she said.

The end of the semester is near!
Our last publication will be August 2.
Business Office hours will be
8-12; 1-4:30 over break.
GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

'Deadheads' make a wrong turn;
about 300 end up in town of 200
DEER CREEK, Ind. (UPI)
- Diehard fans of the rock 'n'
roll group Grateful Dead
follow the band to gigs.all over
the country, but some of them
apparently got confused on the
way to a concert last month.
The fans, known as
"Deadheads," wanted to see
their band play at Deer Creek
Music Center near Indianapolis in July, but about
300 of them ended up in this
Carroll County town of about
200 residents, according to a
report published in the
Logansport Pharos-Tribune.

"This~ was! .ig excitement in
this town," said Betty Smith,
49, who owns the Stop-N-8hop

in Deer Creek with her
husband, Ossie.
"We're right in the center of
town," she said. "I guess they
figured if anyone would know
where the concert was, we
would."

senior citizens, 15 fanh!!~ at
least, and they were really
getting a kick out of this,"
Smith said. "We got to looking
at license &lates; startEd

~::g f~~ ~ds d::'~

::k

anyone was afraid of them;
they didn't appear to be. I
asked these kids if they were
(Grateful Dead) followers, and_
they said they were. "

A few early arrivals wandered through Deer Creek
Friliay and Saturday, but most
Smith said they redirected
Deadheads descended on the the Deadheads about 40 miles
townSatuniay,Srnithsaid.
~ southeast, where they would
"We've got quite a few fil!.d the outdoor amphi~ater,
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Bears' Mike Singletary is striving for perfection
PLATTEVILLE, Wis. (UP!)
- When Dick Butkus limped
away from his career in 1973, it
seemed unlikely the Chicago
Bears would find another
middle linebacker with his
kind of ability and intensity.
But Mike Singletary, entering his ninth year out of
Baylor, is rated by many as
one of the best middle
linebackers to ever play the

game.
Singletary, UPI's NFC
Defensive Player of the Year
last season for the second
time, led the team with a
career-high 170 tackles, including 89 solos. He earned his
sixth consecutive trip to the
Pro Bowl and was one of two
unanimous selections. He has
finished as the team's first- or
second-leading tackler the last
seven seasons.

"I just feel that I have to get
better. That's really the bottom line," the Bears' defensive
captain said after a morning
workout at the University of
Wisconsin-Platteville. "I just
have to get better, and that's
my only goal as a iootball
player.
"My goals are always set by
the time I get to camp, but the
bottom line is to get better. If

out signals and stalking
ballcarriers.
"Some people, with that
experience, think they can rest
Butkus, an eight-time Pro on their laurels," defensive
Bowler during his career with coordintor Vince Tobin said.
the Bears, supposedly used to "He doesn't do that."
toughen up by pushing a
Taken as the 38th player in
Volkswagen down the street. the 1981 draft, Singletary has
Singletary, who has pledged to been the leader of the Bears'
play only a f.,w mc,re years, co-called Bermuda Tr18ngle,'
looks as intense carrying his along with tackles Steve
luggage as he does_ screa.IIling McMichael and Dan Hampton.
I'm better than I was last year,
than I'm going in the right
direction."

PHILLIES, from Page 20
struck out more than any other
team in the league.
A manager can only coach
playei"S, be cannot throw
strikes or swing the bats for
them.
The only three players who
cQUld possibly carry the team
had outstanding seasons in
1987, but it was not enough.
Mike Schmidt had 35 homers
and 113 RBIs while Juan
Samual became the first
player to record double figures
in doubles, trioles, home runs
and stolen ba'ses in his first
four seasons. Relief ...itcher
Steve Bedrosion captured the
Cy Young award after compiling 40 saves.
For 1988, the PhilJies did
some more wheeling and
dealing in the off-season to
bolster the team's anemic
hitting. Phil Bradley, (a
career .301 hi~ter), was
acquired from the Seattle
Mariners but failed to make an
impact, hitting only .264.

AT ONE POINT in the
season, Schmidt, Parrish,
Samual and Hayes were out of
the line up at the same time. It
is difficult hard to '>e a contender when half of the starting lineup is disabled.
Elia was fired when the
Phils were 34 1,'2 games out of
first place. The team finished
the season with a 65-96 record,
the worst since 1972 and the
first time the team had been in
the cellar since 1973. The
team's batting average was
the worst in the league at .239.
Only Mike Maddux, (4-3)
had more wins than losses
while the team compiled an
ERA of 4.40 and walked 628
batters, 100 more than any NL
team.

THE VETERAN pitching
staff was in shambles. Rawley
fell to 8-16 after having four
consecutive winning seasons.
Kevin Gross VIas voted to the
All-Star team on the strength
of an 8-2 record at the break
but went 4-12 in the second
PARRISH AGAIN failed to half.
Don Carmon lost nine of
live up to expectations, his his last
ten decisions.
average dropped to .215 while
The
Phillies were even
he connected for only 15 worse in
the field in 1988,
homers. Parrish and Bradley finishing tied
Atlanta for
were both traded after the last place inwith
fielding perseason was over.
centage (.976), Only Atlanta
Schmidt spent the S$.son had more errors than
t.truggUng with shoulder PhiladeJphia.
probiems and finished with a
Nick Leyva was hired as
career low of 12 homers while manager in the off-season and
batting only .249, his worst Philadelphia was poised for a
since 1975.
comeback this year. Schmidt
Injuries plagued the Phils all was healthy and vowed to
the way through the 1988 make a strong effort.
season. First baseman Von
Hayes missed six weeks after
IN TRYING TO cure their
having elbow surgery. Out- pitching woes, the Phillies
fielder Milt Thompson un- IDvtted a team record 28 pitderwent athroscopic knee chers to camp. When the
surgery and was out four Phillies lost 10 out of the first
weeks. Schmidt played muci. 11 games during the exibition
cf his season with a rotator season, it seemed obvious they
cuff. Pitcher Shane Rawley had not found the answer.
was on the DL for three weeks.
As the season progressed,
Catcher Darren Dauiton the same problems that had
missed five weeks after he plagued the team in the past
punched a wall in the were even worse. In 3n AprilS
clubhouse and broke his hand. game against the Cubs, Ken
Bedrosian missed six weeks Howell threw five wild pitches.
with pneumonia anc pleurisy.
A week later ir: a 4-31055 to the

UNIVERSITY TENNIS
Courts will be closed for
resurfacing from 7 to midnight
today and from 1 to 6 p.m. Aug.
7 to 11. No reservations will be
taken during this time. Play
will be first come-first serve.
Courts reopen Aug. 12. Intramural-Recreational Sports
regrets any inconvenience.

Au~ust

2,

I~I
HE'S BACK

Carl E. Payne
To Serve You
Mercedes-Benz· Buick· Oldsmobile' Pontiac' GMC Trucks
New or Used Cars and Trucks

Intersection New Rt. 13 Wand I-57 Marion
(618)997-1313

~ootball practice officially
b£:glns In two weeks, but
Salukl cornNback Rich
Allen has kept In shape all
summer, p!aylng with
teammate, quanerback Fred

Gibson.
1~

show up early for practice
sessions.
In tile meantime Smith says:
"t;;e're going to go incognito
and c')8ch some football."
He says he enjoys the
challenge of proving the experts wrong. College Football
Preview '89 has ranked the
Salukis last in the Gateway
Conference going into the
season.
"We'll probably go into
every game as an underdog
and we liked that." Smith said
that the lowly ranking will help
his team sneak up on people
and give them something to
prove.

529-2363

·Ats Many DorMstIc cars
'1 Year Nationwide Warranty
• Pipes, Clamps & Hangers Extra
OleN

Res. 867-2552
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MARGARITA

WEDNESDAY
Strawberry l\largaritas

$1.50
All Other Margaritas

50¢ off
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THE PHILS HAVE tried to
remedy their problems on the
trading block. Among the
trades so far this season they
have traded away out-fielder
Chris James for 3B Randy
Ready and left-fielder John
Kruk. Bredrosian was traded
for pitchers Terry Mullholland
and Dennis Cook and minor
league 3B prospect Charlie
Hayes. Samuel was sent
packing to New York for
reliever Roger McDowell and
fielder Lenny Dykstra.
The
once
proud
organization, hovering at 20
games under .500, could only
manage to put one active
player in this year's All-Star
team. Names like Jeltz, Tbon,
Dykstra, Murphy and Ford
have replaced All-Star names
as Denny, Wilson,. Virgil,
Carlton and Schmidt. The bad
acquisitions made over the
years have caught up with the
Phillies.
BY TRADING away the
game breakers, the Phils have
gained several players wbo
can contribute and place the
team back: on the right track.
The pitchers gaineo via trade
should bolster a staff that has
had more than ten different
starting pitchers so far this
season.
It may not happen this year,
but if the owner and fans are
patient with Leyva and give
him time to find the right
chemistry, the Phillies can be
a contender again.
The Phillies, once a team
loaded with superstars, have
been transformed into a team
of bard working consistant
players that Shv;Ild accent
each others talents.
Once you've hit bottom,
there's no where else to go
except back up.

SELLOUT,
from Page 20-

LAW SCHOOL Tennis Courts
will be closed for resurfacing
Aug. 14 to 18. No reservations
will be taken during this time.
Play will be first come-first
serve. Courts reopen Aug. 19.
Intramural-Recreational Sports regrets any inconvenience.
FINALS WEEK aerobics at
the Rec Center are sched'tled
as follows: Intermediate, 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. today and 5 to 6
p.m. throegh Friday in the
Dance Studio; and beginner, 5
to 1\ p.m. today in the MultiPurpose Room.

Pirates, the Phils stranded 15
base runners.
Mike' Schmidt started the
season on a vengeance but
retired on May 29 after going 2
for 41 and committing five
errors in May. Schmi~t's
playing weight was comparable to his batting average
at .203. After 18 seasons and
three MVP awards, he decided
to call it quits when he could no
longer play up to the standards
he set for himself.
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Michelob Dry.•.••.•••••..•••.• 1.00
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119 N. Washington
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Viola gets start in New York
NEW YORK (UPI) Maybe it was the contract
negotiations. Or the expectations. Or tht:! trade talks.
Or his fastball.
In any case, this season
Frank Viola was not the pitcher who in the last two years
won the American League Cy
Young Award and was named
Most Valuable Player of the
World Series.
"He just had a lot of
distractions," Twins pitching
coach Dick Such said Tuesday,
less than 12 hours after Minnesota sent Viola to the New
York Mets for pitchers Rick
Aguilera and David West and
. three minor-league pitchers.

"It was tough keeping his mind
on pitching totally. How do you
when you're negotiating a
contract."
Viola struggled to an 8-12
record with a 3.79 ERA this
season after winning the Cy
Young last year with a 24-7
reccrd.
"He put pressure on himself
from the beginning," said
outfielder Randy Bush, who
has played with Viola since
1981. "He didn't pitch as well
as he's capable."
Tim Laudner, who has
caught Viola much of his
career, said Viola could not
overcome the distractions.
"I don't doubt that he did his

best," Laudner said. "He's the
Cy Young and everybody
shoots for rou. It was just one
of those thit.I!S !Ie didn't pitch
asweU."
Viola entered the season in
the last year of his contract.
He balked at an $8 million
contract and said he'd play out
the season and become a free
agent. Usually upportive
'fwins fans criticized the 29year-old left-hander as be
stumbled to an /Hi start.
"It hurts to say goodbye to
all the guys I knew for so
long," Viola said. "It hurts to
sar goodbye to the fans in
Minnesota. They're the best.
Minnesota is niy home,

Mets unload Mookie
Wilson
more notably received
NEW YORK (UPI) New York Mets center
fielder Mookie Wilson, the
team's senior player long
chafing under a platoon
system, Tuesday was sent
to the Toronto Blue Jays as
the player to be named in
the previOUS day's deal for
pitcher Jeff Musselman.
The transaction is the
latest in a flurry of moves
by the Mets, struggling to
catch Montreal in the
National League East.
New York acquired
Musselman and minorleague pitcher Mike Brady
from Toronto on the eve of
the trading deadline and

American League Cy Young
Award winner Frank Viola
from Minnesota. The Twins
received five pitchers,
including Rick Aguilera and
David West.
Also Tuesday, New York
purchased minor-league
pitcher Manny Hernandez
from Minnesota and
recalled infielder Keith
Miller from Tidewater of
the International League.
Wilson was in St. - Louis
with the Mets but was not
immediately available for
comment.

Girl tries out
for football
BENTON, Tenn. (UPI) Polk County High School
. sophomore Patti Da\lTll Wilson
Z is trying out for the football
• team along with 40 male
classmates.
WiLo;on, 15, said she just plain
likes to play football. Her dad
supports her. Her school
principal questions her
motivation and worries about
her health. Her coaches won't
comment because the case
could end up back in court.
Wilson played youth-league
football for eight years,
makjng several all-star teams.
She tried out for the high
school team last year, but was
cut . after . 'suffering two injuries. In; October, school
officials told her she could not
try out this year, county school
board records show.
But the officials changed
J
their minds last month when
Wilson and her father, Robert
Wilson, riled suit in federal
court. The school agreed to let

PostGraduate
Credit;,

Wll!Ioo ....,. out without a niliDg

in the lawsuit, :but District
Judge James Jarvis made it
clear· the case could be
reopened.
..-t;

I

Scho%fficials
changed their minds
about letting Wi/san
play after her faterh
filed suit in federal
court.

from Vogler ,Ford
Answer the FoIIowiIg Test ~ True or False

"The court will Dot put up
with any sham tryout," Jarvis
said. "If she's cut from the
team because of her sex, the
court is here to take ca!"e of
that and will take care of
that."
On Monday, the first day of
practice, Wilson got through
the running drills with no more
trouble than many of her male
counterparts. Rhe had a fask-x
time in atl lI8O-yard run than
some of the boys and she
bench-pressed 60 pounds.
The 135-pound linebacker
and offensive "linemember"
said she's tryi.ng out because
she enjoys the sport.
"I like the competition," she
said. "I just like being bere."

1. You have graduated, or will
graduate, with a Bachelor's or
Advanced degree between October
1,1988 and January 31,1900.

TruelFalse.
2. Pre-approved financing from
Ford Credit is available.

True/Fa/se.
3. $4 00 cash back from Ford
Motor Company can be yours.

TruelFaise.
4. You must purchase or lease an
eligible vehicle from stock by
December 31, 1989.

True/Fa/se.
If you answered true to all of the
above, you're on your way to

purchasing a new Ford-LincolnM£'rcury. To qualify for preapproved crooit: 1. You must have
verifiable employment beginning
within 120 days afier vehicle
plJrchase as a salary sufficient to
cover ordinary living expenses, as
well as a car payment. 2. A prior
credit history is not necessary, but
if you have one, it must be
satisfactory.
Come in 10 Vogler Ford. a total
quality Ford-Lincoln-Mercury deal£'r
for complete details.

Ford Credit Gets You Going
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99 e 6-Pack
Call Domino's PizzaC!l now and get a
6-pack of Coca-Cola® Classic for
just 99¢ when you order any
Domino's Pan Pizza® at regular
.

I

~.rfl~

Offer expires: 8/13/83

IIl'1 .
~

•.

®

Valod al partICIpating :olores only. Not vahd WflI1 any other offer. Customer
payS apphcable sales lalL LimIted esellVery area Personal checks ilccepled
Wllh ~a:,d p'cture 10 Our drive!!. carry Ie$$ IIlan 520.00.
'1989 Domino·s P,zza. Inc

~----------------.
p----------------~

$1.00 Off

Call Domino's PizzaC!l now and
receive $1.00 off any pizza!
Offer expires: 8/13/89

Valid at partiClpaling stores only. No! vahd with ar.y other oller. Customer
pa)'!i apphcable sales!1Ilt lImIted delivery area Per1IonaJ checkS acr-epled
Wllh valid pIcture 10 Our dr.... ers carry IfiB Ihan $20.00.

•.. _.,-.----=-,~...~

---------------..J

L~'989 Domino·1i pQ:za..lnc

~oiI#i!!!~~~;!t.~il r----------------~

Three Topper
$9.95
Call Domino's PizzaC!l now and

receive a 16" original pizza with up
to three toppings for only $9.95.
A savings of over $3.00!

lai~.

Offer expires: 8/13/89

(gm~.

Valid al partICI",,!!"\) stOles onl, Not ,al.rj ... '111 """ I'lIne" ;·er C",,'om~<
polys applIcable sat.~5 \all.. Limlh.-'1de',very ar.. a f>er'sonal cneo<s&.:<~epINl
WI1I1 valid pIcture 10 Our dfl,·e.~ ,;arry leli~ ;i-,an 52000

.. _--------------• "989 Oom.ncl's Pilla. Inc

CALL US!
993-3030
205 West DeYoung
iAanon.ll

I

I•
Ii

549-3030

614 East Walnut
Eastgate Shpg. Ctr.
Carbondale,IL

988-1686
210 North Park
Herrin. IL

244-3030
734 Salem Rd
Mount Vernon, Il

532-0202

836-3030

435 South Elm
Centralia. Il

707 West Adams
Macomb, Il

The
Domino's
Pizza®
Guarantee

We guarantee delivery
ill less than 30 minutes
or you get $3.00 offl And
if you're not happy with
your pizza. we'll replace
it or retune your money.
Guaranteed!

Vallo 1;1' pan,c....hnlll>IOreS oniy Not valid ... 11" any OIller oNe' CU~'Qm"t
pa)'!i appJ-.:able Siik>$ ta~ L ,m lied deilvery a.ea Personlill checkS ~I'd
wllh lIalid pIcture 10. Our dll.,-ers ca.ry leas than 520.00
" 989 Dom,t\o's PIlZa. inc.
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Saluki Sellout sales are 'shocking' to Bob Smith
By Sean Hannigan
Staff Writer

Saluki Football Coach Bob
Smith and his staff returned
from Monday's tour of area
communities in a state of
shock.
For most of the coaches, this
was their fll'St exposure to
residential Southern Illinois.
According to Smith they were
amazed at the support that
was shown to them.

"I was in shock,;' Smith
said. He said that the staff was
overwhelmed, but excited
about the support they were
shown as they went from town
to town passing out posters
and schedules and meeting
with area business leaders.
Smith said that some of the

~~ufh::n s~rl~n%oue:'!
preplanned, and other times
they went off the beaten path.

"In some cases we just
freelanced and introduced
ourselves," Smith said.
"We talked a litUe football
and talked some business, I I
Smith said.
Some of the business that
they talked about was
drumming up area support for
the Stadium Sellout Day on
Sept. 9. If the plan is successful
it would be the first time all
17,324 Seats in McAndrew

area communities.
Stadium bave been full.
Fred Huff, men's SllOrts
While no exact figure can be
given for ticket sales for the information director, said
Sept. 9 game, Ticket Manager between 600 to 700 tickets to the
Lee Trueblood said about 800 "Sellout" were sold during the
season tickets bave been sold coaches' poster tour. "We bad
so far, putting sales about 5 an excellent reception,I I Huff
percent ahead of last year.
said.
This was the last scheduled
"It's bard to tell. We baven't
appearance for Smith
heard how the towns are public
and
his staff. Practices will
doing," Trueblood said,
begin
in
less than two wt>eks
referring to the sales of
"Saluki Sellout" tickets in See SELLOUT, Page 18

Doctor·treats steroid users

Expert says
many users
aren't honest
By Kevin Sll1'pson
Staff Writer

The facts that steroid use is
dangerous and deadly is nota
big secret, but experts say
these facts do not seem to
detract many atbletes from
taking synthetic hormones.

m~c'!~i~~~r~

SIU-C Health Service, said he

=~:00tb..~~~J:~

about taking anabolic
steroids.
"Most people don't come in
unless there is .l serious
health problem," he said.
"I'm sure I see more people
who are on steroids but aren't

honest about it."

Negative effects
of steroid use
Fatal:
liver cancer
Breast cancer
High blood pressure
Kidney disease
Tumors

Irreversible effects:
Shrinkage of testicles
Ciitoral enlargement

Male pattern baklneS'& in

Other side effects:

females
Breast development in males
Snrinkage of breast in women
Hairiness in females
Deepening of voice in
women

Sexual dysfunction
Sterility and impotence
Prostate enlargement
Menstrual irregularities
Acne
Sore throat
Bad breath
Nausea or vomiting
Diarrhea
Water retention and bloating
Bone pain
Insomnia
Oily skin
Blood in urine
Chills
Rash and hives
Unusual weight gain or loss
Unusual bleeding
Persistant headache

Psychological:
Depression
Ustlessness
Mood swings
Tendency towards vio18nt '
behavior
Inability to accept failure
Increased tolerance and
acceptance to drug use, often
to offset side effects
Increased acceptance to
surgical intervention to offset
side effects

Anabolic steroids are
synthetic derivatives of the
male hormone testosterone.
An estimated one million
athletes are using steroids,
unsupervised, to make
themselves bigger, stonger
and more aggressive.
Goddard said many young
people use steroids because
they are tied up in self·
esteem, Goddard said. "So
much of our culture is based using steroids.
on appearance. The people
"If someone is on steroids,
who most often use steroids . we can treat them discreeUy
are
heavily
into at the Health Service. We're
not out to punish them. We
bodtk.~~·i~ he classifies want
to help them. There is
steroid abuse along with counseling available at the
other kinds of drug abuse. . Wellness Center, to help
"Because of the personal individuals cope with the
feeling it gives, it is a form of problems that cause them to
drug abuse. It doesn't matter use steroids," Goddard said.
if it's cocaine or marijuana, . In a study done at Penn
people use drugs because State University, Charles E.
they want the feeling it gives
Yesalis III, professor of
them."
health
policy,
adThe specific number of
ministration, and exercise
steroid abusers in Southern and sport science, surveyec!
. Jliinois is bard to determine, 3,403 male high school seniors
CrOddard said, because he is nationwide and found 6.6
just one of many doctors in percent of them use or bave
the area, and because most used steroids. The findings of
people a:e reluctant to admit the survey were published in

Source: SIU.c weU_ Center
Graphic by Mary Ann RuUedge

the July 1989 Physician and
Sportsmedicine.
The survey further
revealed more than one out of
four heavy users said they
would not stop using steroids
even if the drugs were certain
to increase their risk of liver
cancers (29.8 percent),
myocardial infarction (31.3
percent), or sterility (39
percent).
Acc~ to a pamphlet
issued by tM SIU-C Wellness
Center, the positive effects of
steroids are quickly evident:
Increased size, muscle mass,
and aggressiveness and
quicker recovery time of
fatigued muscles.
But the down side of
steroids seem to be wbat so

many people overlook. HE're
are some negative side ef·
fects as provided by the
Wellness Center and Yesalis'
study:
_Anabolic steroids can
cause irreversible damage to
the cardiovascular and
reproductive systems.
_Some side effects occur
immediately while others,
such as liver damage, heart
disease and cancer may not
surface until five to 10 years
after use, even if use bas been
discontinued.
_Steroid use is addictive
because of the physical and
psychological nature of the

~\vhen

steroid use is
stopped, it leaves a body
depleted and weak. The
immune system is open to
attack from viral infection.

;Z!em:~!!r:;~~~ r!stinJ
body weight aod muscle
mass that inevitably follow
after steroid use is discontinued.
Yesalis said psychological
factors, apart from any
physiological effects,
provides a strong motivation
to continue taking steroids.
He said he bas known steroid
users who vowed to take only
one cycle, but lost their
resolve as the drug's effects
wore off.
"Clearly, the ~tential for
dependence exists," Yesalis
states. "We bave a bunch of
kids saying, 'I'm not going to
stop even if ,'t gives me
cancer.''' He said this at·
titude resembles the denial
typical of, alcoholics and
compulsive gamblers.
Anyone seeking help in
kicking steroids, either for
themselves or for someone
they know, can contact the
SIU-C Wellness Center for
information, assistance, and
support. For details, call 5364441.

The United States Olympic
Committee also offers information about drug use
among athletes. For details,
call the Drug Education
Hotlineatl-800-233-0093.

Donewald files federal suit against ISU
BLOOMINGTON (UPI) - The attorney
for former Illinois State University
basketball coach Bob Donewald said
Tuesday he filed a federal suit because the
coach was wrongly fired and the school
deserves to be punished.
Donewald, now the bead basketball
coach at Western Michigan University,
was fired in March by Athletic Director
Ron Wellman. Donewald was replaced by
Bob Bender.
Donewald's suit, whicb seeks in excess
of $1 million, was filed in federal court in
Springfield Monday by Bloomington at·
torney Martin O'Connor. Th~ suit names
Page 20, Daily Egyptian, August 2, 1989
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At the heart of the complaint is
Donewald's contention that be has a letter
from former ISU president Lloyd Watkins
ensuring the coach an annual contract
through 1991 if the basketball program did
not run afoul of NCAA guidelines.
"I think the hope is that the university
recognizes their legal obligations and
tufills those obligations," O'Connor said
Tuesday. "And Bob Dor.ewald bad certain
expectiOllS that be was supposed to
receive certain things, namely salary,
basketball _. CIl~P& ,and booster" club.

donations."
"It's to reflect the damage done to Bob
professionally," O'Connor said, "and to
mdicate those types of behavior by the
university should not be condoned and
sh'lUld be punished."
The 45-year-old Donewald, the Red·
bird's coach since 1978,led the team to the
NCAA tournaments from 1983-85, the NIT
tou~ in 1980, 1987 and 1988 and won the
Missouri Valley.Conference tiUe in 1984,
finishing second in 1983 and 1985. But
IllinOlS State finished 13-17 this past
season, including a 6-8 conference mark.
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Be patient;
Phillies will
comeback
How 'bout them Phillies?
Who?
The Phillies.
The team that won a World
Series in 1980 and as recently
as 1986 finished in second place
in the National League East.
It seems that hardly anyone
remembers the Philadelphia
Phillies as a team loaded with
talent that finished at, or near
the top of the division every
year.
A major reason for this is
that the Phillies have gone
from baseball's elite to cellar
dwellers in just a few years.
Since posting a 36-/5 record
in 1986, the Phils have steadily
fallen every year. Poor pitchir:g and weak hitting are the
main culprits.
In 1987, it seemad as though
the Phils were poised to take
the National League Pennant
after acquiring free-agent
catcher Lance Parrish and
trading for pitcher Joe Cowley
of the White Sox.
Both players flopped.
Parrish, who had averaged 28
homeruns and 92 RBIs over the
five previous seasons with
Deh-oit, bad only 17 homers
and f)l RBIs along with a .245
batting average in his first
year fa t Philadelphia.
Cowley had once pitched a
no-hitter with the Sox. But
when it came time to perform
for his new team, he could
bardly retire a batter. In his
first start for the Phillies,
Cowley gave up seven runs in
only two-thirds of an inning.
He lost four straight decisions
and was sent to the minors.
On June 18, 1987, the PhilIit'S
were 91h games out of first
place with a 29-32 record when
Manager John Felske (whose
career record with the Phillies
with 191)-194), was fired and
replaced by former Cubs'
Manager Lee Elia.
The Phillies rebounded for a
while, riding a 37·25 hot streak
and gaining ground until they
were 61h games from first
place. But from that point on,
the Phillies lost four straight
and were no longer a serious
threat to the pennant race.
Changing managers in midseason rarely helps a team's
chemistry. The Phils stunk
behind the plate and at the
mound, finIshing loth and
seventh respectively and
See Ptll1JES. Page 18 .

